
!"#"$% 
&CRAFTS': 
!"#$%&'(& ")*+&, 
)$,-#, %$.&/%-# 
01/&%-# #)*%& 
($)$(1/*'%* #)*% 
23$ 0" 0&)&4&/* * 
0$5&%* *6 -(-)*%$ 
3-%-0*)* %& #)$,$7$ 
("("/"6, .4$%*+", 8$'&#), 
9-1-2/&9 :*4&, (-8* 8$ 
,$41- -3 +/%- ;$)$ 
9-1-2/&9*8$, ,-3$%*# 
;-8*+&#& "0.$,&- 3& %&./&,* 
(-)-/ ./*%1, ;$/;$/*% 
</3&%-, (-8* %&# 8$ 2)&,$ 
(/-8*- 0,$ %& *01* %&'*%. =& 
(/&8", 1&#- 23$ !"#$%&'(" 0&3& 
./$0$+& >-/%$)*8& <1&%(-,*?&, 
.-1)$"4*+&, %&(/*,5$%& * ,)&@%& 0 
%&8;-5*# * 1&3& 8$3*%*# 4"01$/-# " 
(/&8": A*/&, (-8* 8$ .-./&,5&- 0,$ 
,/01$ ;*+*(&)&, #-1-/'*?&, (-)*;/*8&, 
(-0*)*+&…=& 3$0%-8 01/&%* !"#$%&'($, 
%& 0&#-# ?-4(" ./$#& <&8#", '",$%& 
=$4*?$,& &.-1$(&, 8$3%& -3 %&801&/*8*B " 
=-,-# <&3". <&3& (*%$0(* /$01-/&%. C"/$( 8$ 
#*/*0&- *6 C$(&%-,$ .$(&/e (-3 DCE-&, & 
F$1$)*%&/+* 1,/3$ 3& 0$ %&8;-5* ;"/$( " 
2/&3" 8$3$ " (-#4*80(-8 ;"/$2G*%*+* C"/$( .)"0.

()* +",$" - ()*%." &ROSE GARDEN': H" 8$ 60-*B * 70-*B 2-3*%& ;*)& 
-;*'%& 1/&,%&1& .-,/4*%& *3$&)%& 6& 3$'*8$ *2/$. </$3*%-# 80-*B 8$ 

./$1,-/$%& " 0.-#$% .&/( “88 /"@& 6& 3/"2& H*1&” 0& ;$1-%0(-# +/,$%-# 
.$1-(/&(-# " 0/$3*%* * 1/* 8&/;-)& 6& 3/@&,%$ 6&01&,$. H&3& 0" 8$ F$1$)*%&/+* 
./-6,&)* I") ;&41-# (J") %& 1"/0(-# 6%&'* /"@&). K-'$1(-# 90-*B, 0& /&1-,*#& * 
B*.$/*%9)&+*8-# I") ;&41& 8$ .-01&)& #/&'%- #$01- 0%&)&@$7& -#)&3*%$. L 1- 
,/$#$, -3 0/$37-4(-)&+& *6 I")*($ 8$ ;*)- #-2"?$ %&;&,*1* 0,$ ,/01$ 3/-2& * 
%&-/"@&7&. K-0)$37& 9&6& %&01".*)& 8$ .-0)$ 2000-1$ (&3& 0" ()".$ "2)&,%-# ;*)$ 
6&.-0$3%"1$ )-(&)%*# (-#4*8&#& (-8* 0" 1" *0.*8&)* .*,- (".5$%- %& +/1" " 
-;)*@7$# #*%*#&/($1" C/$6&. M%* 0" 8$ ./-6,&)* F-)*%& '$.-,&. :*%*#&/($1 C/$6& 
,*4$ %$ .-01-8*, &)* /"@$ 0" -.01&)$.

/)+"0 &LOVE': <*#;-) F$1$)*%&/$ 0" 4(-)0($ 5";&,*. >- %$ 6%& %$(* 
;)*0(* .&/ (-8* 0" 0$ 6&5";*)* 8-4 " J&'(-# 3-;" * ,$%'&)* 0$ #%-2- 2-3*%& 

(&0%*8$ " *01-# (/&8" 2/&3&? D)*, -,&8 D6;"'%*( 8$ #%-2- ,*4$ -3 /-#&%1*'%$ 
5";&,* 6&1,-/$%$ " -(,*/$ ;/&(&, .&/1%$/&, .-/-3*+$, *3$8$, 6$#5$ *)* /&0$. M%& 
.-0#&1/& 6&#($ *)* .&/&3-(0$ 5";&,*, ./*6%&8$ 3& " *#$ 5";&,* .-%$(&3 '*%*#- 
2/-6%& 3$)& * 3& 8$ -%& '$01- &)&1 6& #&%*.")&+*8". F& 8$ (/$&1*,%& * ./-3"(1*,%& 
0%&2& 5";&,* $(0.)-&1*0&%& 6;-2 (&.*1&)&, *01- (&- * /&3%& 0%&2&. D)$(0&%3/& 
>-)-%1&* %&0 8$ 8-4 ./$ 8$3%-2 ,$(& ".-6-/&,&)& 3& %&0 8$ (&.*1&)*6&# "'*%*- 
1-)*(- 2)".*#& 3& ,$/"8$#- 3& #-@$#- 3& ,-)*#- 0&#- -%- 41- %&# ./*.&3&. 
N-)$1* 0&#- -%-, *)* -%$, 6& (-8$ #*0)*4 3& 1* ./*.&3&8" (@$%&, #"@, 3$+&, 6$#5&, 
*3$8$...) 6%&'* 3-;*1* #/,*+$ 5";&,*. N-)$1* 6%&'* 01,-/*1* 0,$1 -3 /&6)*(&, 6;-2 
1-2& ,-)$1* %$(- #$01-, %$(* (/&8, 6%&'* -1,-/*1* #-2"?%-01 3& 1&8 (/&8 ;"3$ (&- 1*, 
& 3& 1* %$ #-/&4 3& ;"3$4 -%&(&, (&(- 1&8 (/&8 6&B1$,&. O";&, %&0 #$7&, 01&,5& %&0 
" -3%-0 * (/$1&7$. <";,$/6*,%& 0%&2& 5";&,* '*%* 3& '",&#- -%- 41- @$)*#- 3& 
-'",&#- * ./-#$%*#- -%- 41- %&# 0$ %$ 0,*J& " %&4$# -(/"@$7". C$6 1$ 
0";,$/6*,%$ 5";&,* -,&8 D6;"'%*( %$ ;* ;*- #-2"?. 123)4 &SERUM': F,$ -2/-#%$ &/B*1$(1-%0(* ,/$3%$ 62/&3$, %$1*.*'%$ 

6& /&3%*'(- %&0$5$, .-3*2%"1$ 8-4 ./$ F/"2-2 0,$10(-2 /&1&, (/*)$ 0" 6& 
0,$ F$1$)*%&/+$ #/&'%" 1&8%", (-8-8 %*8$ ;*)- )&(- ./*?*. >&%+$)&/*8$ * 

)&;-/&1-/*8$ 6& ./-*6,-37" +$.*,& (,&(+*%&, 0$/"#&... %$#& B-?", %$?", 23$ 8$ 
,&(+*%&)%* (&/1-%...) -(-)- ()&%*'%$ B&)$, ",$( 0#/35*,& 0.&)*-%*+& * -;-/*. 
K-0)$ 3$'*8$ 8"/7&,$ .- -;-/*#& #-/&)- 0$ -3#&B .-3 1"4, *&(- 01/"8$ * ,-3$ 
'$01- %*8$ ;*)-. C&4 (&- -,*B 3&%&. P6#$J" 3,$ 62/&3$ 3*,%& /"%3$)& +,$?&, 3&%&0 
;&%(& * 2&/&@$. C*)- 8$ 1- #$01- (-8$ ;* 3&%&0 %$(* 0& ;*/&'(*B )*01& %&6,&)* 
+$%1/-# #$0%$ 6&8$3%*+$.

02321%5" &DELAY PAY': M3 (&(- 8$ 1/2-,*%$ .-6%&1* 0" * #-3$)* 
-3)-@$%-2 .)&?&7&, & ,$/$0*8& 0$ ./&(1*(-,&%& * " 0-+*8&)*6#", &)* 

8$ " 1$2-;%*# 3&%*#& 0&,/$#$%$ ;$0.&/*+$ * 1/&%09-/#&+*8-# '*1&,$ 
$(-%-#*8$ 2/&3& .-01&)& ,$-#& &(1"$)%& %& F$1$)*%&/*. >-#4*8$ 0$ 
(0&#-)$,*3$%1*/&8", .&/&9*/&8" 6& 0,-8$ ($0$ * +$2$/$ * (&3& 0$ "(&@$ ./*)*(& 
*6#*/"8" /&'"%$. N$/$0*8& 8$ 8$3*%* -;)*( %&.)&1$ ;$6 (&#&1$ * %$ %&)&6* 0$ 
%& /$()&#%*# ;*);-/3*#&, 8$/ "(&6"8$ %& -0%-,%- 5"30(- (-#4*80(- 
.-,$/$7$ * ",&@&,&7$. 

2*"# - ELAN &ENTHUSIASM': E$)" 62/&3" " ")*+* C/&?$ :-2*% 2 0,* 
F$1$)*%&/+* 0" %$(&3& 6,&)* Q)&% (.- #$0&/* Q)&% *6 </;-;/&%&). H" 8$ 60-*B 

2-3*%& ;*)& %&."41$%& .$/*-%*+& /";5&, (-8& 8$ 1967. 2-3*%$ 2/&J&%0(-# 
*%*+*8&1*,-# ($)&%-#) F$1$)*%&/&+& ./$1,-/$%& " -.41$(-/*01&% ./-01-/ " (-# 0" 
0$ -3 1&3& %&)&6*)*: ./-3&,%*+&, /*;&/%*+&, .-41&, #$0&/&, B$#*80(& '*01*-%& 
(Q1*)$%), 9/*6$/0(* 0&)-%, #$0%& 6&8$3%*+&, 0,$'&%& 0&)&, ;*;)*-1$(&, .$%6*-%$/0(* 
()"; * ./-01-/*8& 6& ./-;$ /-( ;$%3-,&. Q)&% 8$ ;*- 8$3%& ,/01& 3-;/- -0#*45$%-2 
3/"41,$%-2 +$%1/&, %&01&)-2 (&- /$6")1&1 $%1"6*8&6#& * 0&#-0,$01* )-(&)%$ 
6&8$3%*+$ - 0-.01,$%*# .-1/$;&#&. F&%&0 0$ " 1-8 62/&3* %&)&6$ * ./-01-/*8$ 
("3&.-/2 * K-41& 21113. 
(GPS | 4*/*%&: 45.2646104 | 3"@*%&: 19.81444060000001)

6"+2 &FROGS':  R;-2 ./$(-#$/%-2 %&0$5&,&7& .-0)$ 2000-*B 2-3*%&, 0&#- 
8-4 01&/* F$1$)*%&/+* .&#1$ 8$3%" -3 %&8)$.4*B 3$1$)*%&/0(*B "0.&,&%(*. 

K/,*B 1-.)*B ./-)$?%*B ,$'$/* 0,* ;* .--1,&/&)* ./-6-/$, )$2)* * 0)"4&)* 
0& 0,*B 01/&%& 2)&0%$ B-/-,$ @&;& (&(- ".-/%- 3$()&#"8" 5";&,%" 6&()$1,".

4)1" &MUSA': :"0& (S&?*/ P0#&*)*) 8$ -3)*'&% ./*#$/ '-,$(& (-8* 8$ 
3-(&6&- 3& 8$ %& F$1$)*%&/* #-2"?$ ;*1* *6%&3 0,&($ .-)*1*'($, 

*3$-)-4($, %&+*-%&)%$ *)* $(-%-#0($ ./*'$. K/*#$/ 3& 0$ 0&#- 0,-8-# 
5"30(-4?" * .-0)-,%-# *%1"*+*8-#, #-@$ .-01&1* * -.01&1* (&- *%01*1"+*8&. >&- 
,)&0%*( .-0)&01*'&/%*+$ F$1$)*%&/& :"0& 8$ (/-6 0,$ 3/"41,$%$ 1"/;")$%+*8$ " 
.-0)$37*B 55 2-3*%& /&3& %& F$1$)*%&/* ./-4&- (&- (/-6 ."1$/. M3 (&(- 8$ 60-*B 
.-'$- 3& ./-3&8$ &/1*()$ 6& 3$+", 18. +/%$ * ;$)$ 0$#$%($, +/%" * ;$)" &),", 6*#0(* * 
)$17* 0)&3-)$3, ($01$7$ * (-(*+$ " (*-0(" " ;)*6*%* !&3%*'(-2 *2/&)*41& (%& 
01&/-8 -(/$1%*+* 1/-8($ " !"#$%&'(-8), .& 3- 7$2-,-2 ./$0$5$7& (-3 !-;7&(& (%& 
1&3& %-,-8 )*%*8* 1/-8($) 23$ 0" 0$, "6 0$#$%($, ./-3&,&)$ * (7*2$ I-/J& <"3&/0(-2 - 
!$3&, :"0& 8$ ",$( ;*- 6%&'&8%- 3$1$)*%&/0(- #$01- 0"0/$1&. M0%-,%$ @*,-1%$ 
01,&/* (&- 41- 0" 3*8&)-2, .-41-,&7$ * 1-)$/&%+*8&, (-3 :"0$ 0" ",$( ;*)* 3-01".%$ 
* ;$0.)&1%$. >&- '&4& ,-3$ ."1%*(". 

$74+7*" &BINGO': H-#;-)& 8$ '*%*)& .-0$;&% 0.-/10(* 0$2#$%1 " 
-(,*/" ./-01-/*8& <F !&3%*'(*. R&./&,-, 1- 8$ ;*- ()"; #"4(&/&+& 

("2)&,%-# -3$,$%*B " 0$2#$%1$ THR -./$#$), (-8* 0" ;*)* ./$3 
.$%6*-%*0&7$# * -%*B (-8* 0" 1$( ;*)* .$%6*-%*0&%*, & " (-8* 0" -3)&6*)* ,*4$ *6 
/&6)-2& 0/$?$ 6;-2 3/"@$7& %$2- *6 @$5$ 6& 6&/&3-#. K/$ 0,&(-2 *6,)&'$7& 0$ 6& 
01-)-# (".$ 1&)-%* * 8-4 .- 8$3%& 1"/& .*?&. F&5$, "6 2)&0%$ )&0+*,%$ (-#$%1&/$, 
3$,-8(& ,&3* )-.1*+$ *6 ;";7& * 3-3&8$ *B ;/(&1-# U&+*(* (-8*, 6&1*#, )-.1*+" 
01&,* " -6%&'$%- )$@*41$, (-8$ -.$1 &(1*,*/& )&#.*+" 1-2 ;/-8& %& 6*3" * U&+*(& 
*62-,&/& 0,&(* 1&8 ;/-8 ./$(- /&62)&0&. <,&(* ;/-8 -0*# ;/-8& 7, * 0,$ 3-( %$(* 
0/$?%*( %$ ,*(%$ - 3-01&! U&+*(* 8$ .-0&- %& 1-#;-)* ;*- ,$'$/7*. P%&'$, 0,&(- 
./$.-3%$ 8$ %$2-,&- 8$3&% -3 %&8;-5$ -3/@&,&%*B 9"3;&)0(*B 1$/$%& " <V!W. 
U&+*($ -3&,%- %$#&, (&- %* -%*B (-8* ;* 1&#- 1/&@*)* ;*)- (&(," 0/$?".

"0%5"8%5" - "0%5"$%9"31.7 #"12/2 &AVIATION DISTRICT': 
F$- F$1$)*%&/$ %&01&- "6 %$(&3&47* %&86%&'8%*8* &$/-3/-# 

>/&5$,*%$ W"2-0)&,*8$. K$3$0$1*B 2-3*%& 3,&3$0$1-2 ,$(& 1&#- 0" 
.-3*2%"1$ ./,$ ,*4$0./&1%*+$ - K-;$3*%$ 62/&3$ (;$6 1-&)$1&). >/&8$# 70-*B 
%&0$5$ 8$ ./-4*/$%- ,/)- 0&,/$#$%*# 1*.0(*# ("?&#&, 6&1*# * 3/"2*# 
,*4$0./&1%*# 62/&3&#& * ./,*# &1-#0(*# 0()-%*41*#&. L 0&,/$#$%$ ("?$ 0" 
;*)* "0$5&,&%* 6&.-0)$%* *6 #-?%*8*B %-,-0&30(*B ./$3"6$?&, %-,*%&/*, 
,*J$%*8* ')&%-,* <>W * "#$1%*+*, & " 62/&3$ 8$ 0#$41&%& /&3%*'(& ()&0& 41- 8$ 
;*- 8$3&% -3 ./,*B ,/)- ,*35*,*B ./*#$/& 0-+*8&)%-2 /&0)-8&,&7& %& 
F$1$)*%&/*. =& 6&.&3%-# 3$)" D,*8&+*8$, %& (-8$# 0" .-3*2%"1$ ,*4$0./&1%*+$, 
%$(&3& 0" ;*)$ )*,&3$ * ;&/$ * 1&8 3$- 0$ 6,&- >"/,$?$ -01/,-. H&3& 0" 1" ./$(- 
3&%& .&0)$ (/&,$, & %-?" 0$ ,-8%*+*#& *6 -;)*@7$ W=D (&0&/%$ %& :&8$,*+* 
./-3&,&)& 5";&,. H-(-# 3$,$3$0$1*B 1" 0$ ./-3&,&)& 3/-2& * .&)$ 0" ./,$ =DHM 
;-#;$. F&%&0 0$ 1" /&3- ("."8" ("?$. 

4%*" % 5)*%5"#" &MILA AND JULIJANA': 0" ./,* @$%0(* 2$8 .&/ (-8* 8$ %& 
F$1$)*%&/* ;*- ./*B,&?$% -3 01/&%$ )-(&)%$ 6&8$3%*+$. W")*8&%& 8$ ;*)& 

@$%01,$%& -.$/0(& .$,&'*+&, & 7$%& .&/1%$/(& :*)& ;* 0$ -;)&'*)& " #"4(& -3$)&. 

#70% 1": ;. &NOVI SAD FC': U-.1& 8$ -3",$( ;*)& -#*5$%& %& F$1$)*%&/* 
8-4 -3 ,/$#$%& (&3& 8$ ;*)- ,*4$ )*,&3& %$2- 62/&3&. V"3;&) 8$ * (&- *2/& 

;*- ,&@&% 9&(1-/ " 0-+*8&)%-8 *%1$2/&+*8* 0,*B " 6&8$3%*+*. F-01".&% 0,*#& 
;*- 8$ -3/&6 0-)*3&/%-01* * /&,%-./&,%-01* 41- 8$ 0&#- .-8&'&)- ./*.&3%-01 
/&3%*41," (/-6 0.-/1. !&6%$ 9-/#&+*8$ * 1*#-,* 0" 0$ 0#$7*,&)*, .& 0$ 1966. 
2-3*%$ * 9-/#&)%- 9"3;&) %&01&%*- %& F$1$)*%&/*. H&3& 0$ * 01&3*-% 0&2/&3*- * 
.-01&- 3-# >&%&/*%&+& (-8$ 0" ./&1*)$ /&6%$ 2/".$ %&,*8&'& 3- >-/*3$ 1990. P#$ 
()";& =-,* <&3 %&3*)&6* )-(&)%* (-%1$(01, &)* %& 0,*# -6%&(&#&, 2/;-,*#& * 
.-1.*0*#& "#$01- 0/+& 01-8* 3$1$)*%&.

+"32 #" +%."3% &BIKARA PONDS': F$1$)*%&/& 8$ %$(&3& ;*)& 
-(/"@$%& ;&/&#&, (&%&)*#& * "1/*%&#&. M2/-#%& )*,&3& *6#$J" 

01&3*-%& V> =-,* <&3 * 1&3&47$ 1$/$1%$ 01&%*+$, 6,&)& 0$ C*(&/&. 
=$(&3&47* ,-8%* .-)*2-% * 01-'%* .&47&( (&- 0&,/4$% $(-0*01$#, " (-# 0" 0$ 
#-2)* 0/$01* 6$'$,*, 9&6&%*, .&1($, 2#*6&,+*, ,-3-6$#+*, /*;$, (&#*)*+&, 
B&83"'(& 1/&,&, )-(,&7*, 1/0(& * .&)&+($ - %$01&- 8$ .-'$1(-# 80-*B 2-3*%& 
%&0*.&7$# .$0(& * ./$#$41&7$# /&%@*/%$ 01&%*+$. C*(&/& 8$ .-01&)& K$4'&/&. 
F$+& (-8& .&#1$ C*(&/" 1&#- 0" 0$ 6*#* ()*6&)&, & )$1* .$+&)&, )-,*)& 2"41$/$ * 
;/&)& .&)&+($. F$+& (-8& 6%&8" K$4'&/" 1&#- *3" 3& *0.*0"8" 2/&9*1$ .- 
%&."41$%*# 62/&3&#& * ,-6-,*#&. P6"#*/"?* -01&+* -,*B $(-0*01$#& 3&%&0 0" 
8$3,& ,*35*,* *6#$J" C")$,&/& Q,/-.$ * (&0&/%$ %& :&8$,*+*.

:): &MULBERRY': F"3 3- 3"3&, 0,$ 3"3-,*, * 1&(- %*6 !"#$%&'(" ")*+". 
>/&8$# )$1& (&3& .)-3-,* 0&6/" * .- ."1" 0$ 27$'$, * +/%* * ;$)*, (-)*(- 2-3 

3& 0" 0)&1(*, %&8;-5* 0" ;*)* 6& /&(*8". D, )*4?$ 0" 8$)$ 0,*)$%$ ;";$ * 
"#-1&,&)$ )&/,$ " '&"/$, *01(&%$ -3 0,*)$%*B %*1*. P 1- 8$ ;*)& 0,*)&, ./&,& 0,*)&, 
;)*01&,& * 08&8%&. K-0)$ 8$ 3-4&- %&8)-%, &)* %$ .*8&+& ,$? 41$1&. P ($0$ * 0*%1$1*(& * 
0#$?$, (-8$ %&0 -;#-1&,& 0&3&, (&- 0,*)$%& ;";& 0,-8$ )&/,$ -%-#&3. F"3-,* 0" 
.-0$'$%* 8-4 3&,%- 4$63$0$1*B, * 6&.-'$)& 8$ $/& .)&01*($. =-,-0&30(& 0,*)&/& 8$ 
6&#&%3&5$%& * %$#& ,*4$ 1$ 0&/&37$ 0& ./*/-3-#, 1-2 0"@*,-1& 23$ %$(-#$ 
-#-2"?*4 3& /&01$, & -% 1$ "#-1& " 0,*)".

<7=%8" &>OPICA': X*,$- 8$ " ")*+* M/)-,*?& K&,)& " 6&8$3%*'(-# 
3,-/*41". P#&- 8$ %&6&)%" 2-,-/%" #&%" * (&- 3$'&( 8$ -01&- ;$6 %-2$, .& 8$ 

%-0*- 3/,$%" ./-1$6" (-8& 8$ 2)&0%- 4(/*.&)&. >&- 0*1&% (/*#*%&)&+ 01&)%- 
8$ ;*- %& #$1* #*)*+*8$, -3 (-8$ 8$ 6%&- 3& ;$@* (/-6 ./-6-/ * 3& %$,$/-,&1%- ;/6- 
1/'*. N/$#$ 8$ "2)&,%-# ./-,-3*- *0./$3 3/&201-/& " +$%1/" 2/&3& @*+&8"?* 6& 
.*,- *)* C&3$)-, ;/$%3*. P6 .-1/$;$ 3& ;"3$ ./*B,&?$% * ./$.-6%&1 /&3*(&)%- 0$ 
-;)&'*-, 01&,5&- #*%J"4$, 1$1-,*/&- * %-0*- ./," “'*/-(*” 9/*6"/" " 2/&3". P.&( 
%&8.-6%&1*8* 8$ .- 6&;&,%*# ./*'&#& - 0,-8*# *#&2*%&/%*# 3-@*,5&8*#&. L =-,-# 
<&3" 8$ .-6%&1& 7$2-,& ./*'& - 1-#$ (&(- 2& 8$ 3-( 0$ -3#&/&- .-3 .&)#-# " ."01*7* 
%&.&)& 6#*8& %&-'&/(& -3 (-8$ 0$ -3;/&%*- 41&.-#. “H&(- 0&# 8$ 8&(- /&0.*63*-, 3& 8$ 
6#*8& -3)$1$)& %& 8$3%" 01/&%", & %&-'&/$ %& 3/"2"!” - 2-,-/*- 8$ A-.*+&. 

)3+"#%!"8%5" &URBANIZATION': F&%&0, %&(-% 9"%3&#$%1&)%*B 
./-#$%& 0*01$#&, ./*,&6*1&+*8$, %-,*B -;)*(& .-0)-,&7& * 

3$*%3"01/*8&)*6&+*8$ ./*,/$3$, <1&/& F$1$)*%&/& 0$ %&)&6* " %-,-# 
-(/"@$7", "6 =-," F$1$)*%&/", (-8& 8$ .-1."%- ./-#$%*)& 3$#-2/&90(" * 
0-+*8&)%" #&." 1-2 3$)& 2/&3&. M01&)$ 0" * ./$@*,$)$ ,$)*($ -1,-/$%$ 8&,%$ 
6$)$%$ .-,/4*%$ *6#$J" 62/&3&, 41-, " .-/$J$7" 0 %-,-*62&/J$%*# ;)-(-,*#&, 
" -01&)*# 3$)-,*#& ,&/-4* '*%* .-0$;&% (,&)*1$1 " "/;&%*01*'(-# .)&%". <,$ 

1- -01&8$ (&- 6&)-2 (-#4*8&#& 3& 0$ *6;-/$ 0 *6&6-,*#& " %-,-%&01&)*# -(-)%-01*#&, 
(-8*#& 0,&(* .$3&5 ./-01-/& ;*,& "2/-@$% ./$3&1-/0(*# (&%G&#& (&.*1&)&.

+",$2 &GARDENS': <,$ ("?$ ./,-;*1%$ F$1$)*%&/$ 0" ;*)$ 
(-%+*.*/&%$ 1&(- 3& " ./$37$# 3$)" 3,-/*41& *#&8" ;&41" 0& +,$?$#, & " 

6&37$# .-,/17&( (#&)" 7*,"), @*,*%&/%*(, 41&)", 0,*7&+. C&41& 8$ 
6%&'*)& #*/ * 0*2"/%-01. <1&%-,%*41,-, (-8$ 8$ "0)$3 *%1$%6*,%$ *%3"01/&)*6&+*8$ 
* *62/&37$ #&0-,%- ./*01*2)- 4$63$0$1*B 2-3*%& %& F$1$)*%&/" %&8,$?*# 3$)-# 
8$ ;*)- /"/&)%-2 .-/$()&. L "0)-,*#& 0(/-#%-2 @*,-1& * 1$4(-2 ./*)&2-J&,&7& 
%-,-8 0/$3*%*, 6&."41$%- 3/@&,%- 6$#5*41$ %& -;-3*#& F$1$)*%&/$ 6&"6$)* 0" 
%-,* 01&%&/* ./$1,&/&8"?* 2& *)$2&)%- " ,-?7&($ * .-,/17&($. M0*# $(-%-#0(*B 
/&6)-2&, -,- 8$ 3-;/*# 3$)-# ;*)& * $#-1*,%& (-#.$%6&+*8& "0)$3 1$4(- 
/&0(*3*,$ ,$6$ 0& /-3%*# (/&8$#. P%&'$, %&8.-.")&/%*8$ +,$?$ ;*)$ 0" #"4(&1)$ 
%& 1$/&0&#&, * B-/1$%6*8$ * 8-/2-,&%* " ;&41&#&.

9)0"3.)<" &SIEMPRE VIVA': <(-/- 0,$ 01&/$ ("?$ %& F$1$)*%&/* 0" 
%& (/-,-,*#& *#&)$ '",&/("?", )$(-,*1" ;*5(" (-8& "0.$4%- /&01$ " 

%$#-2"?*# "0)-,*#&. <& -,*# ("?&#&, (-8$ 0" 0(-/- .-1."%- %$01&)$, 
%$01&)$ 0" * '",&/("?$ (&- -.-#*7"?& #$1&9-/& 0&3&47$2 %$#&/%-2 %&'*%& 
01&%-,&7& * -3%-0& ./$#& -3/@&,&7" 62/&3&.

;*%=23"#" &PINBALL': K/,& 9)*.$/&%& .-8&,*)& 0$ " -;)*(" 
/&0()-.*,-2 4&1-/0(-2 -;8$(1& %& .-5&%'$1" .-/$3 F-0*1$8$,$ 4(-)$ * 

6,&)& 0$ R&;&,&. H- 8$ ;*)- " 3/"2-8 .-)-,*%* 0$3&#3$0$1*B. P#&)& 8$ * 
01-)-,$ 6& 01-%* 9"3;&), * %$(-)*(- ./,-;*1%*B &/(&3%*B *2&/& 0& 0,$#*/+*#&. 
N)&0%*+* 0" ;*)* %$(* .-)"#/&'&% * .-#&)- &2/$0*,&% 0,$1. L%"1/& 8$ 8&(- 
6&"3&/&)-, * 0,$ 8$ ;*)- .-0"1- 5"0(&#& *62/*+(&%*B 0$#$%(* * .*(&,+*#&. 
R&;&,& 0$ 6&1*#, .-'$1(-# 80-*B, ./$0$)*)& " :-(/&7'$," ")*+". F-;&/ 3$- 
-%3&47*B 01&)%*B .-0$1*)&+& R&;&,$ 8$ 1&3& .-'*7&- * 0& '"(&7$# 1/&9*(& * 
6&./&,- 0$ %* 3- 3&%&0 %*8$ *6,"(&- *6 3/"41,$%-2 #"5&. =&8.-6%&1*8& 9)*.$/&%& 
90-*B 2-3*%& ;*)& 8$ " L)*+* W&%(& Y#$)*(&, 23$ 0" 0$ *2/&)$ *2/*+$ .-."1 
-#*5$%-2 Street Fighter-a. H&#- 0$ -3)&6*)- ./$ * .-0)$ 4(-)$, & %$(&3& * (&3& 0$ 
.-;$2%$ 0& '&0-,&. M0*# " 9)*.$/&%&#& #)&3* 0" 0$ (-+(&)* * %& .-($/ &.&/&1*#&, 
41- ;* 0$ #-2)- ".-/$3*1* 0& 3&%&47*# ()&3*-%*+&#&.

;24%#%!"4 &FEMINISM': 
V$#*%*6&# %$#& 6%&'&8%*8$ ".-/*41$ %& F$1$)*%&/*. 

)42$#%9." ,.7*" &ART SCHOOL': S(-)& 6& 3*6&8% “C-23&% S"."1” %&8'$4?$ 0$ 
0(/&?$%- 6-,$ – L#$1%*'(&, & 1" 0$ #-@3& * %&8;-5$ ./$.-6%&8$ 0"41*%& -,$ 4(-)$. 

=&84*/$ 0B,&?$%-, 4(-)& -;"'&,& "'$%*($ %&8)$.4-8 5"30(-8 3$)&1%-01* – 3"B-,%-# 
01,&/&)&'(-# &(1*,%-01*, ,$/"8"?* " "6,*4$%* .-6*, 6& (-8* 0" 0$ -./$3$)*)* – "#$1%*'(*. F$)& 

#%-2*B "'$%*(& 4(-)$ (/&0$ #"6$8$, 2&)$/*8$, 8&,%$ ./-01-/$ " =-,-# <&3", N-8,-3*%* * 
*%-01/&%01,". R& F$1$)*%&/+$ 1- 8$ 8$3%& -3 1/* 4(-)$, (-8$ 0$ %&)&6$ " 7*B-,-# (-#4*)"(", & 

-,& (&- ;*,4& 4(-)& 6& "0#$/$%- -;/&6-,&7$ “K. K. Z$2-4” %&8;)*@& 8$ .*8&+*, * %$#& 
/&6)-2& 3& 0$ *63,&8& *6 #%-41,& 3/"2*B 3/&2-+$%*B 3$1&5&.

.*)=" &BENCH': .-)-#5$%&, .& .-./&,5$%&, 3$1$)*%&/0(&, '$01- 8$ 6&"6$1& 
&)* ",$( 8$ 1". H- 8$ #$01- 3& 0$ ./$3&B%$, #$01- 23$ 0$ '$(&, &)* (&- * %& 0,&(-# 

("1(" -,$ .)&%$1$, *#&#- %$6,&%*'%* * %$9-/#&)%* ()"; 5";*1$5& ()".$. 
M(- ()".& 0$ 0&01&8$, 1" 0$ 5"3* 0(".5&8" * %&)&6$, (&- #)&J* (-3 &1-#0(-2 0()-%*41&, 
%& .)-'* *)* *0./$3 62/&3$, *)* 01&/*8* (-3 ;"3*+$, (-3 #&/($1&... :-@3& #$J" ,&#& 
*#& * -%*B (-8* %*(&3 %*0" 6&0$)* %& %$(-8 -3 -,3&47*B ()".&, %*(&3 0$ #&)- 
-3#-/*)*, &)* #%-2*#& 0" -%$ * 8$3&% ,&@&% -/*8$%1*/, 23$ .-'*7$ *)* 0$ 6&,/4&,& 
3&%. K/*#$1%$ 0" * 0&#-*62/&J$%$, *#./-,*6-,&%$ ()".$ (-8$ %*'" .- (-#4*)"(", 8$/ 
%&# "./&,- ./$3&B * 1/$;&.

="3. &THE PARK': :"'$%*'(* 3$1$)*%&/0(* .&/( 8$ 0&#- 8$3&% -3 
$26$#.)&/& (@/1&,&) 1/&%6*+*-%-2 "/"4&,&7& 0*01$#& ,/$3%-01*. :&)*, 

&)* )$.- "/$J$% .&/( " ")*+* >-/%$)*8& <1&%(-,*?&, 0& 0"./-1%$ 01/&%$ 
-0)-7$% %& 1&3&47" H-6*%" (0&3&47" "#$1%*'(") 4(-)" * 6&;&,*41$, ;*- 8$ 
./*8&1%& * -/2&%*6-,&%& 6$)$%& -&6& * *%&'$ 6$)$%$ F$1$)*%&/$. F&7" 6& 3$+" * 
01&/*8$, ",$'$ 6& 5";&,%$ .&/-,$. P&(- 8$ 8-4 60-*B 2-3*%& .)&%*/&%- 7$2-,- 
./-4*/$7$ ./$#& C")$,&/" Q,/-.$, 3$0*)- 0$ 0"./-1%-. K/,- 8$ .-'$1(-# 80-*B 
"0/$3 .&/(& %*()& /"@%& .-301&%*+& 2/&30($ 1-.)&%$, & 6&1*# 8$ 90-1*B ./-4*/$%- 
3,-/*41$ "#$1%*'($ 4(-)$ * .&/( 8$ 3-3&1%- ./$0$'$% ./-;*8&7$# ")*+$ P)*8$ 
C*/'&%*%&. K-1-# 8$ %& 1-8 )-(&+*8* .-(/$%"1& *62/&37& +/(,$, & 3$9*%*1*,%* (/&8 
*3$8$ - .&/(" ?$ 3-?* (&3& 0$ *62/&3* -2/&3& -(- +$)-2 1-2 ./-01-/& (&(- ;* 0$ -% 
./$1,-/*- " +/(,$%" .-/1", 41- 8$ 1/$%"1%- ./$3,*J$%- "/;&%*01*'(*# .)&%-#. 

%?3"#." &DANCING PLACE': R& #-#($ 
* 3$,-8($ ,&@%*8& -3 ;*;)*-1$($ ;*)& 8$ 

./-01/&%& 0&)& " !&3%*'(-#. =$ ;&4 ;&)0(&, 
&)* 3-01& ,$)*(&, 0& 3&4'&%*# .-3-# (#&6&% 
)*6-)-#) * %$(-# ,/01-# ;*%$. H" 0" 1-(-# 8$0$%* * 
6*#$ -3/@&,&%$ *2/&%($. <,*/&)* 0" ./,- C&/-%* * 
(&0%*8$ :-01. :"6*(" 0" '*%*)* I"/*+& C&;*%, K$/*+& 
:*)-4$, * :*(& N/+$5. [*1&/&, %$(* ;";&7, -;&,$6%& 
B&/#-%*(&, & " 6)&1%- 3-;& * – B&,&8(&! !$.$/1-&/ 0(/-#&% – 
01$. * 1&%2-. H$( .-,/$#$%-, -6;*5&% 2"6-1/$0, 2/-@38$-;&) 
*)* 8&;"(&- ;&). =*8$ ;*)- ")&6%*+&. P2/&%($ %& !&3%*'(-# 
;*)$ 0" 0(/-#%$ " -3%-0" %& -%$ " >&?&%0(-#, QJ4$2", %& 
:&4*%+", " <1"3$%10(-#, %& 0$)" " R#&8 W-,*%-8, &)* 0$ %& 
F$1$)*%&/* %$(&3& *2/&)- * 0)-;-3%*8$ * 3"@$… 

F!D[Q >M:SPWQ, <L[!DID=P P F!D[P <NP,

-,- 8$ DRCLY=P> FQHQUP=D!Q, (-8* " 0)-;-3%*# &0-+*8&+*8&#&, 
,*35*,*# * %$,*35*#, " *%1*#* 0$?&7&, " 4*/-(-# ,/$#$%0(-# 
/&0.-%", 01,&/& 8$3%" 0)*(" * ./*)*(" - -,-# 3$)" 2/&3&, (-8& 8$ 
3$)-# ./-*6,-5%&, 3$)-# 0)"'&8%&, 3$)-# %&#$/%& * 3$)-# ".*1%&. 
S1& 8$ 1- 41- 8$ ,&@%- %& F$1$)*%&/*, 41& 8$ .-0$;%- * 
8$3*%01,$%-, 41& 8$ 3/&2-+$%-, 41& 8$ 3/"2&'*8$, & 41& *01-? S1& 
%&0 3$)*, 41& %&0 -3/$J"8$, 41& %&0 .-,$6"8$... >/-6 -,$ (/&1($ 
./*(&6$, 0,&(- 0)-,- 8$ 0)*(& ./-)&6%-01* * 0)*(& 1/&8&7&, -,3$ 
%& F$1$)*%&/*, * " ,&4$# '*1&7" * 1"#&'$7". 

>&3& 8$ 0$?&7$ /$&(1*,%& 9-/#&, 6&1,-/$%& 6& ./-#$%", 1$4(& * 
#$#5*,&, (&3& 0$ 6&1,&/& " 0,-8" 5"41"/", 3$1$)*%&/0(", *)* ;*)- 
(-8" 3/"2", & (&3 -%- .")0*/& - (&3& 1- -3 0$?&7& 01,&/&#- #-6&*($ 
%&4$ 0,&(-3%$,*+$. 

M,3$ " 0$?&7" 1/&@*#- -32-,-/$ %& 3&%&47& .*1&7&, - 1-#$ (&(- 
0$ #$7& %&4 (-#4*)"(, %&4 0"@*,-1 %& F$1$)*%&/*. D, #-@$#- * 
3& 0$ 0$1*#-, (&(- 3& .)&1*#- /&'"%$, (&(- 3& .-6&8#*#-, 
.-./&,*#-, .-#-2%$#-…

L -,-# D6;"'%*(", )*'%- 0$?&7$ .-01&8$ 3/&2-, 3/&2-+$%-, * 
.-01&8$ 8$3&% #$3*8"# 5";&,*, (&(- 0#- 1- * 6&#*0)*)*. O";&, 
8$ .-3 O, & ,* 0)-;-3%- .-'%*1$ -3 .-'$1(&, *)* (&(- ,&# 3/&2-. 
P %& (/&8" %*6& 0)-,&, %$(&3& 6&,/4&,&#- 0& S, & %$(&3 0& X. F& 
)* " 5";&,%-# 6-,", *)* %& .)&@* %& (-8" ;*0#- 0$ ,/&1*)*. 
D)*, 1- 0&3& * %*8$ %&8,&@%*8$.

*7.747$%0" &THE LOCOMOTIVE': F$1$)*%&/& 8$ %$(&3& " .-1."%-01* 
;*)& -(/"@$%& ./"2&#&. M,- 8$ F$1$)*%&/+*#& 01,&/&)- 0.$+*9*'&% @*,-1%* 

* 6,"'%* ./-01-/ %& (-8* 0" 0,* ;*)* %&,*(%"1*. C$6 -;6*/& 41- 8$ -3&,3$ 
6&,*3&% ;/-8 01&%-,%*(& 0& .-%-0-# %-0*- "%*9-/#" @$5$6%*'&/&, 0,* 01&%-,%*+* 
0" ,$? .- 6,"(" 6%&)* 3& )* ./"2-# *3$ .&/7&'&, #&)& 3*6$)(&, 3*6$)(& >$%$3*, 
4*%-;"0, #-1-/%& 3/$0*%&, *)* 0-,8$10(* &"1-#-;*) N-)2&, ./*)&2-J$% 6& ,-@7" .- 
4*%&#&. F*0.$'$/-, 2)&0 0& /&62)&0& !&%@*/%$ 01&%*+$ 6,"'&- 8$ (&- "0.&,5"8"?* 
/&3*80(* *6,$41&8 - ,-3-01&8" /$(&. K/"2& 8$ 1&(-J$ ;*)& ./-01-/ *2/$ * 3-(&6*,&7& 
B/&;/-01*. =& ./"6* 0" 0$ ./$0-,&)* $(0$/* 6& ,/B-,$ 01/$)&, 0(*3&)* 0" 0$ 9$7$/* 0& 
.-0)$37$2 ,&2-%& ,-6& " .-(/$1"… F&%&0, #-@3& 8$3%-# #$0$'%-, )-(-#-1*,& ./-J$ 
*0.-3 R$)$%-2 #-01&, 8$3*%$ 0(").1"/$ " 8&,%-# ./-01-/" =-,-2 <&3& 6& (-8" %*(- %$#& 
./*#$3;* (" ")*+* M;)&'*?& !&3&, (-3 -(/$1%*+$ “1/-8($”).

37+@". - 37+#" .)<" &DEPARTMENT STORE': L 0,$1)" %&2)-2 
.-/&01& @*,-1%-2 01&%3&/3& /&3%*'($ ()&0$, .-'$1(-# 70-*B 2-3*%& 

L)*+& M/)-,*?& K&,)& 8$ ./$0$'$%& %& .-)& * %& 1-# #$01" %*()& 8$ ./,& * 
8$3*%& /-;%& ("?& %& F$1$)*%&/*. L ./*6$#5" 0" 0$ (".-,&)$ @*,-1%$ %&#*/%*+$, 
#)$)& 0$ (&9& * #&(, .-."7&,&)* )-1- 1*($1* * -3)&6*)- 0$ " /$01-/&%. =& 0./&1" 
0" 0$ (".-,&)$ .)-'$ AC/DC, 4(-)0(* ./*;-/, (/*01&), 6)&1&% %&(*1 *6 :&83&%.$(&, 
-3$?&, %&#$41&8, ;*+*()*... K/-01-/ 0& ()".*+&#& * @&/3*7$/&#& *0./$3 
!-;7&(& .-01&- 8$ +$%1&/ 0"0/$1& * 2)&,%* 3$1$)*%&/0(* -/*8$%1*/. L 0,$1)" %&2)-2 
-.&3&7& 0,*B @*,-1%*B 01&%3&/3& -3 90-*B %& -,&#-, 3&%&0 0$ " ./*6$#5" !-;7&(& 
%&)&6* B*.$/#&/($1 0& 0-+*8&)%*# &0-/1*#&%-# /-;$, %& 0./&1" 8$ (*%$0(& 
./-3&,%*+&, "#$01- /$01-/&%& 8$ ()&3*-%*+&. K/-01-/ *0./$3 !-;7&(& 0$ 
./$1,-/*- " #$01- 0%&)&@$7& %& (-# /&0."41$%& /&3%*'(& ()&0& ./-3&8$ /$6&%+$, 
+,$?$, (-;&0*+$, 4,$/+-,&% 3",&% * )*'%$ "0.-#$%$. Nomen est omen.

52#:28% &THE DITCHES': <1&%-,%*+* F$1$)*%&/$ 0" -3 
-0%*,&7& %&0$5& .& 3- 3&%&0, ,-5%- *)* %$,-5%-, '$01- 

(&0%*)* " -0,&8&7" (-#"%&)%*B .-2-3%-01* 0&,/$#$%-2 @*,-1& 
" 2/&3" =-,-# <&3" (1-.)& ,-3&, +$%1/&)%- 2/$8&7$, (&%&)*6&+*8&, 
&09&)1*/&7$...). N-3& 8$ " 01&/$ ("?$ (3- 80-*B!) 3-1*+&)& &/1$/0(*# 
;"%&/*#&, & -1*+&)& ")*'%*# 8$%3$+*#& (&- " 19. ,$(". P0./$3 0,&($ ("?$ 
;*)& 8$ ?"./*8& ./$(- 8$%3$(&. N-3& *6 8$%3$(& 8$ #*/*0&)& %& 3-#&?* 0&."%, 
"8$3%- ;*01/& (&- 0".& ."%& ."%-2)&,&+&. R& /&6)*(" -3 3&%&0, -1.&3%$ ,-3$ 
1*B ,/$#$%& 6&./&,- 0" ;*)$ ;*-)-4(* ./$3"0)-, %&01&%(& %-,*B 
#*(/--$(-0*01$#&, %-,*B @*,-1&. 

?"3"62 &GARAGE': M0%-,%& 4(-)& “<,$1-6&/ :&/(-,*?” " L)*+* W&%(& 
N$0$)*%-,*?& ;*)& 8$ ./$#&)$%& 6& 0,$ #&)-)$1%$ F$1$)*%&/+$, .& 0" 

#-/&)*, 2 (*)-#$1/& 3&5$ -3 <$/"#& * "6 3$0$1&( #*%"1& ,-@7$, 3& ."1"8" 
&"1-;"0-# 3- 4(-)$ “P,- U-)& !*;&/”. =*0" J&+* B1$)* " 0,&(* &"1-;"0, ,$? " -%$ 
%& 0./&1, .)&,$ 3&;)3$($/$, $%2)$6$, .-0)$ /&1& 3-;*8&%$ (&- .-#-?. Y$( .-*%1, 
+$%1/&)%& 2&/&@& [/&30(-2 0&-;/&?&8%-2, %&)&6*)& 0$ .-/$3 0&3&47$ 
[/&J$,*%0($ * :&4*%0($ 4(-)$. N&53&, " .-0)$37$ ,/$#$ .-3 "1*+&8$# HN, %$($ 
2&/&@$ %& F$1$)*%&/* .-01&)$ 0" #$01- -(".5&7& (-#4*)"(&… K/&,- #$01- 6& 
.- (-8$ .*,-, /&62-,-/$, #"6*(", &)* * -6;*5%*8$ .-3"B,&1$. =&8.-6%&1*8& 8$ -%& 
(-3 F/&@$%& " !"#$%'(-8. H&#- 0$ 0,&(- ,$'$ 0(".5& .-,$?$ 3/"41,- -2-,&/&8"?* 
.-)*1*'&/$, 62-3%$ (-#4*%*+$. M6;*5%*8* .-3"B,&1*: 1&#- 0$ /$01&"/*/& ;&(*% 
%&#$41&8, ./&,$ %&8;-5$ (-;&0*+$, .$(" /-41*5*... K-0$;%- 0$ .&6* 3& %$ .&3%$ 
(-8& (&. (*4$ %& X*(" – 2&63*%-2 „9*&1&“... P 1&(- ,$? 2-3*%&#&, & ;*?$ * 8-4… 

?7*)+"31$07 &PIGEON KEEPING': S*/* &"3*1-/*8"# ,$/-,&1%- %$ 
6%& 3& .-01-8* 3$0$1 %-,-0&30(*B /&0& 2-)";-,&. K-/$3 3/"2*B 3-#&?*B 

@*,-1*7&, 0,&(& 3/"2& ("?& %& F$1$)*%&/* 8$ *#&)& * 2-)";&/%*( * 1*#$ 
3-./*%-0*)& %-,-0&30(-# 2-)";&/01,". [-)";&/01,- 8$ .-/$3 0%&@%$ 0-+*8&)%$ 
3*#$%6*8$ ./$301&,5&)- * 0,-8$,/0%" ,$6" *6#$J" '-,$(& * %$;&, 0,-8$,/01&% 
./-01-/ 0)-;-3$. M,- 8$, *%&'$, ;*- B-;* "2)&,%-# /&3%*'($ ()&0$. =& 
F$1$)*%&/* 8$ 1962. 2-3*%$ -0%-,&%- * "3/"@$7$ 2-)";&/&, & -0%*,&'* 0" ;*)* 
I"/& <1&%-8$,*? F&8(&, V$/*(& >*4, :*4& <)*,(& * 3/"2*.. <&3&47& 
%$./*#$/$%- ,$)*(& #&0-,%& *62/&37& *6&6,&)& 8$ 3/&#&1*'&% %$01&%&( ("?& 
(&- * %$01&%&( 2-)";&/01,&, & 1- 0$ #-@$ 1"#&'*1* * (&- 0%&@%& #$1&9-/& - 
0,$-.41$# 2";5$7" ./-01-/& 0)-;-3$. L./(-0 0,$#" .-01-8* * %$3&,%* 0,$1)* 
./*#$/ .-6%&1-2 2-)";&/& [$%($ (-8* %*8$ 3-6,-)*- 3& 0$ 7$2-,& ("?& 0& 
2-)";&/%*(-# 0/"4*, (&(- ;* %& 7$%-# #$01" %*()& ,*4$0./&1%*+&. 

7, / 71#70#" ,.7*" 
&ELEMENTARY SCHOOL': 

=& F$1$)*%&/* .-01-8$ 3,$ 
-0%-,%$ 4(-)$. S(-)& “<,$1-6&/ 

:&/(-,*? - H-6&” 8$ %&./&,5$%& 8-4 
20-*B 2-3*%& 0& -0%*,&7$# %&0$5&, &)* 

H-6*%- *#$ 8$ 3-;*)& .-0)$ 3/"2-2 0,$10(-2 
/&1&. S(-)& “F-0*1$8 M;/&3-,*?” %&./&,5$%& 8$ 

"0)$3 %-,-2 #&0-,%-2 %&0$5&,&7& F$1$)*%&/$ 
.-'$1(-# 60-*B. :$J" J&+*#& -,*B 4(-)& ,)&3&- 8$ 

,$)*(* /*,&)*1$1 0&#- (&3& 0" %-0*)* 4(-)0($ "%*9-/#$, & 
*%&'$ 0$ %*8$ 6%&)- (- 8$ '*8*. =* 3&%&0 0$ %$ 6%&. M%- 41- 0$ 0& 

0*2"/%-4?" 6%& 8$ 3& 0" * H-6& * F-0*1$8 41&#.&)* %&./$3%$ #*0)*. 

@%02 :2$2*%#E &CLOVER FIELDS': >&3 8$ 2/&3 ;*- 
0&0,*# #&)*, 7*,$ 0" -(- 7$2& ;*)$ ,$)*($, #%-2* 0" 

(".-,&)* -(-)%$ 7*,$ * ./*@$5(*,&)* 7*B-," ./-#$%" 
%&#$%$ (#-@3& 6,"'* .-6%&1-?). H&(- 0" 0$ * 7*,$ %& 0$,$/" 2/&3&, 1" 

*6& C&%&1*?&, .-)&(- "0*17&,&)$, -2/&J*,&)$ * 3$9*%*0&)$ 
%$.-01-8&%- Z. >/-6 ./-#$%" %&#$%$ *6 6$#5-/&3%*'(-2 " 

2/&J$,*%0(- 6$#5*41$, -1,-/*- 0$ %-, ./&,&+ /&6,-8& 
2/&3&. =&(-% 1-2& .-'$- 8$ 8$3&% %-,* @*,-1 5"3*, @$%&, 

3$+$, #&'&(&, 2"0&(&, .&0&, ,/&;&+&, ;";& * 2-)";-,&. 
:*1 - 0)-," Z 3&%&0 0&#- %&0)"?"8$#- ./$(- 

%&8,$?$ /&6")&/$%$ 1/&%09-/#&+*8$ 01&/--%-,$ 
F$1$)*%&/$ " 7$%-8 %-,*8-8 *01-/*8*.

83.0" &CHURCH': =& /&0(/0%*+* (-3 (&9&%$ „K*)-1“ 1926. 2-3*%$ 
.-01&,5$% 8$ 3/,$%* (/01, -2/&J$% #$1&)%-# -2/&3-#. <,&($ 2-3*%$ 7. 8")&, 

%& 3&% /-J$7& <,$1-2 W-,&%& K/$1$'$, 0,$41$%*+* 0" 1" 0)"@*)* 0)"@;", & %& 
)$3*%*, 23$ 0$ 3&%&0 %&)&6* +/(,&, ;*)& 8$ ,$)*(& 0)&,&. >/01 8$ 0()-7$% 1946. 
2-3*%$. N*4$ -3 .-)& ,$(& (&0%*8$, 6&.-'*7$ 2/&37& E/(,$ !-38$7& <,. W-,&%& 
>/01*1$5&. H- %&2-,$41&,& * 8$3%- %-,- ,/$#$ 6& #%-2$ 01&%-,%*($ F$1$)*%&/$ - 
(&- * " 0,*# 3$)-,*#& 2/&3& * -,3$ 0$ #-/&)& *62/&3*1* +/(,&. D " .)&%" " 1-# 3$)" 
%&0$5& 8$ ;*- .&/(, .)&%*/&% 3& 0$ ./-1$@$ 3- %-,-2 %&0$5&, &)* 0$ 1- %*(&3 %*8$ 
-01,&/*)-... <,$ %&# 2-,-/* 3& - ./-01-/" 1/$;& ",$( #*0)*1* * ./-#*45&1*.

A*2+ &THE BREAD': <&#-.-0)"2& " -(,*/" 3/"41,$%-2 (-#.)$(0& Q)&%. 
K/,-;*1%- 8$ ;*)& #&)-./-3&8%* -;8$(&1 %-,-0&30($ .$(&/0($ *%3"01/*8$ 

T)$;, & 6&1*# 8$3%& -3 #&)-;/-8%*B 3$1$)*%&/0(*B ./-3&,%*+& <ML! 
E$%1/-0)&,*8& (*6 (-8$ 8$ 01&)%- 6,$'&- 6,"( =E! (&0& * #)*%& 6& (&9") * %&3 (-8-# 
0" * 2-3*%&#& (&0%*8$ ,*0*)& ?*/*)*'%& .)&01*'%& 0)-,& /$'* TUQC. <&#- #&)* 
;/-8 F$1$)*%&/&+& (.-/$3 #&)-;/-8%*B 8$6*'(*B '*01"%&+&) 0$ 3/@&- -,-2 %&6*,& 
* "2)&,%-# 2& 8$ (-/*01*- " (-#*'%$ 0,/B$ - F* ?$4? P3$# " T)$; .- ‘)$;&! Q)&% 8$ 
%$01&- 0& F$1$)*%&/$, & 1/&2-,* %&1.*0& TUQC * 3&5$ 0" ,*35*,* *6%&3 ")&6& " 
3&%&47* E$%1&/ ("3&.-/2. <&2)$3&,&8"?* &(1"$)%$ 3/"41,$%$ -(-)%-01*, -,- 8$ 
0&0,*# %$-'$(*,&%, &)* *.&( )-2*'&% %&01&,&( *01-/*8$ ".-1/$;$ ./-01-/& T)$;&. 

8302#2 !?3":2 &RED BUILDINGS': L6 !"#$%&'(* ."1, 0& ,*35*,-# 
-.$(-#. R2/&3$ *6 -0&#3$0$1*B, (-8$ ./"@&8" .-"63&7$ * 01&;*)%-01. H" 0" * 

@"1$ 62/&3$ *6 *01-2 3-;&, 6&1*# * %-,$, (-8$ 0&3 ,$? * %*0" 1&(- %-,$. D)*, 
#-@3& 0" ,$? %-,*8$ -3 %&8%-,*8*B, *62/&J$%*B " -,-# ,$(". =*()$ /&3* 6&/&3$, 
,*4$ %$2- /&3* 01&%-,&7& (&- -%$ " T&G*-!",*#-,-8, .& ;*)$ -%$ 6$)$%$ *)* .)&,$, 
*)* (-8$ 2-3 ;-8$, %$ #-2" ;*1* +/,$%$ 62/&3$, %& (-8*#& 8$ 0,&(& +*2)& %& #$01". C$6 
.)-'&, ;$6 .&%-&, ./$2/&3& * 3-2/&3&. H&(,$ (&(,$ 8$0", 0 )$,$ 01/&%$ ."1&.

.";"#" &BAR': F&)$($ 1926. 2-3*%$ 2-0.-3*% N)&3*#*/ :&1*?, *6 
0/$#0(-2 0$)& !&(-,&+, 0& @$%-# <#*5-# * 3$+-# F"4&%-# * W$)$%-#, 

(".*- 8$ 0$-0(" 3"@%" ("?" * -1,-/*- (&9&%" K*)-1. >&0%*8$ 8$ -% /$%-,*/&- 
1" ("?" * 3&- 8-8 *62)$3 0(-/- *01* (&- 41- 8$ 3&%&0. H" 0" #" 0$ /-3*)$ 1/* ?$/($: 
>&8&, !&3#*)& * F$0&. P#$ K*)-1 2&63& N)&3& 8$ 3&- .- #%-2*# .*)-1*#&, (-8* 0" 0& 
-;)*@7$2 &$/-3/-#& 1" 3-)&6*)* %& .*?$. =& ?-4(" L)*+$ W&%(& N$0$)*%-,*?& 
/&3*)& 8$ ;$6 /&3%-2 /$3& '",$%& (&9&%& :$(0*(- (-8" 0" /$3-,%* &;-%$%1* 
./$*#$%-,&)* " :$(0*(& * 1&(- 8$ -01&)- 3- %-,-2 (/41$7& " >-)";&/&. M3#&B 
.-/$3 01&%-,&- 8$ '",$%* ,*-)*%*01& U$.* C&1& 0& @$%-# * 3$+-# (-8" %*8$ ;*)- 
)&(- *6;/-8&1*. F&%&0 8$ 1&#- #-3$/&% (&9*? 'Holly'.

!"#$%&'( )*+*,'&!-*  8$ %&01&- *6 (-)$(1*,%-2 01,&/&)&'(-2 
./-+$0& " 0&/&37* *6#$J" (-#4*8& 0& F$1$)*%&/$, (&1&)-%0($ 
"#$1%*+$ Mireie Sallarès * E$%1/&_kuda.org. M,&8 D6;"'%*( 8$ 1&(-J$ 
.-,$6&% 0 3"2-/-'%*# ./-8$(1-# “>DM :DUM NMFQ =D FUD=L 
K!MWQ>AT O OLCDNP P <!CPWP” (-8* ./-*6)&6* *6 3"2-2-3*47$2 
"#$1%*'(-2 *01/&@*,&7& (2014.-2018.) (-8* 8$ 0./-,$)& Mireia 
Sallarès * (-8* 8$ .-3/@&- U$-%&/3- [/&%1 6& *01/&@*,&'$ * 
(")1"/%$ (/$&1-/$, BBVA Foundation, 2016. 2-3*%$. 

K/,- *63&7$ D6;"'%*(& 8$ ./$301&,5$%- .-,-3-# *6)-@;$ 
":QFPW WQ L NDRFLTL, KMF RQ:OM:, =DF NMFM:, L NDH!P" " 
:"6$8" 0&,/$#$%$ "#$1%-01* N-8,-3*%$ " =-,-# <&3" " .$/*-3" 
-3 10.05.- 03.06.2018.

0)$3" &W22D': S1- 0$ 1*'$ -.*8&1&, F$1$)*%&/& 8$ 3- 0/$3*%$ 80-*B 
;*)& "2)&,%-# &)(-B-)*'&/0(* (/&8. K"4&'* " -0%-,%*# 4(-)&#& 2-1-,- 

3& %*0" %* .-01-8&)*, & %&/(-#&%* 0" ;*)* #&)-;/-8%* * 0,* 0" ;*)* 
"8$3%- .-6%&1*, ./$6/$%* * ./*B,&?$%*. :&/*B"&%& 0$ 1&3& 0#&1/&)& 
.-1$%+*8&)%- 0#/1-%-0%-#. [&%G& 8$ #&0-,%- 01*2)& %& F$1$)*%&/" 1$( .-'$1(-# 
90-*B, * 3-;/*# 3$)-# 8$ 6&#$%*)& ".-1/$;" &)(-B-)& (-3 #)&3*B (-8* 0" 1&3& 
.-'$)* #&0-,%- 3& 8$ (-%6"#*/&8", "62&8&8" * ./-3&8". L .$/*-3" 90-1*B * .-'$1(-# 
2000-*B F$1$)*%&/& 8$ .-01&)& 8$3&% -3 %&8.-6%&1*8*B 3$)-,& 2/&3& " (-#$ 0$ 
#-2)& (".*1* 3/-2&: %& ()".*+* %& D,*8&+*8*, " I") ;&41*, * " %-,*# 62/&3&#&, 23$ 
0" ./-3&8%& #$01& ;*)& 0(-/- .& )$2&)%&. W$3&% -3 /&6)-2& 8$ 0*2"/%- ;*)- * 1- 41- 
8$ .-)*+*80(& 01&%*+& F$1$)*%&/& ;*)& ,&% 9"%(+*8$. L ./,- ,/$#$ 1/&,& 0$ 
./-3&,&)& %& ("1*8" 4*;*+&, & (&0%*8$ " .&($1*?*#&, *)* 0#-1&%*# G-*%1*#&, & 
#-2)$ 0" 0$ %&;&,*1* * 1$@$ 3/-2$ - 1/-3-%*, 0.*3, B$/-*%… 

#"$7 &NATO': =DHM 8$ %&.&- </;*8", &)* * F$1$)*%&/"! >&3& 8$ ;-#;& .&)& %& 
01&#;$%* ;)-( " ;)*6*%* H-6*%$ 4(-)$, .-,/$J$%- 8$ ,*4$ -3 40 5"3*. 

=&(-% ./,$ ;-#;$ (-8& 8$ ;&'$%& %& >)*0", 3/"2& 8$ .-2-3*)& (&0&/%" :&8$,*+& 
%& F$1$)*%&/*. >-#4*8& [")*8& 0,&(-3%$,%- 8$ 0& (/-,& 62/&3$ ."+&- *6 )-,&'($ 

."4($ %& 0,$ %$;$0($ +*5$,$.

3":#%9.% &WORKERS’ SPORT CENTRE': M2/-#%" ")-2" " @*,-1" * 
/&6,-8" F$1$)*%&/$ -3*2/&)- 8$ 0.-/10(- 3/"41,- !&3%*'(*, %&/-'*1- " 

3$+$%*8* %$.-0/$3%- .-0)$ '",$%$ -;%-,$ * *62/&37$ <V!W. <(/-#%- 63&7$ 
(/&8 *01- 1&(- 0(/-#%-2 0.-/10(-2 *2/&)*41& " !"#$%&'(-8 ")*+* -(".5&)- 8$ 50-*B 
* /&%*B 60-*B ,$)*(* ;/-8 @*1$5& F$1$)*%&/$, %&8,*4$ #)&3*B. C*)* 0" 0*/-#&4%*, 
2/&3 8$ ;*- /$)&1*,%- 3&)$(-, & %& !&3%*'(-# 0" 0$ #-2)* )$.- 6&;&,*1* * ./-,$01* 
3&% *)* ,$'$. !&3%*'(* 8$ 3$1$)*%&/0(*# /&3%*'(*# .-/-3*+&#& ;*- 
9"%(+*-%&)%& 0-+*8&)%& .)&19-/#& 6& /&6,-8 %$(*B -3 %&8,&@%*8*B B"#&%*01*'(*B 
./$#*0& 1-2 ,/$#$%&. <.-/1, (")1"/& * 6&;&,& 0" 0$ &(1*,%- "./&@7&,&)* (/-6 
9"3;&), ("2)&7$, /"(-#$1, 01-%* 1$%*0, 4&B, ;*;)*-1$(", ;*-0(-., 0,*/($ * *2/&%($, 
1-#;-)", ;*/+"6 * 0$#$%($. H- 8$ ;*)- )$.- ,/$#$, ;$6 .-)*1*($. >&- 41- 3&%&0 
/&3%*'($ ()&0$ ,*4$ %$#& %* %& !&3%*'(-#, 1&(- 0$ %* - /&6,*8&7"8" ;*)- (&(,*B 
,&@%*B B"#&%*01*'(*B ./$#*0& 8$3%-2 3/"41,& ,*4$ %$ #-@$ 2-,-/*1*.

$375." &BUS LINE 3': K/,& ;"0(& )*%*8& (-8& 8$ .-,$6&)& F$1$)*%&/" 0& 
2/&3-# 8$ „1/-8(&“. H& .-,$6%*+& 8-4 8&'$ *01*'$ (&/&(1$/ /&3%*'(-2 

%&0$5& 8$/ 8$ 1/-8(& ",$3$%& 3& /&3%*($ 0& (/&87$2 0$,$/& 2/&3& .-,$@$ 0& 
K-;$3*%-# 9&;/*(-# %& 8"2" " K$1/-,&/&3*%" ,*& +$%1&/. H/-8(& 8$ *6 1-2 
./&2#&1*'%-2 /&6)-2&, (&- * #%-2$ 3/"2$ )*%*8$ " 2/&3", *6/&0)& " %"@%"&.-2-3%" 
2/&30(" )*%*8" (-8& 8$ * 3&%&0 &(1"$)%&. D, 23$ 8$ 1/-8(& 1" 8$ * .$1*+&! >&(- 0$ 
/&6,*8&- * ",$?&,&- 2/&3, 1&(- 0" 0$ #%-@*)$ * )*%*8$, &)* 8$3%& 8$ 1/-8(&. 
(C"0 )*%*8$ (-8$ .-,$6"8" F$1$)*%&/": 3, 5, 7, 13, 14 ) 

B"+" &FOR FREE': =$(&3& 8$ 8$3*%& ;$0.)&1%& (G&;&) 01,&/ %& F$1$)*%&/* 
;*)- ,-?$. <&6/$,&7$ /&6%-,/0%-2 ,-?& " (&0%- ./-)$?$ * )$1- " 

3,-/*41*#& * %& ")*+&#& %$(&3&47$ <1&/$ F$1$)*%&/$ *6&6*,&)- 8$ 3$+" 
(.-2-1-,- -%" *6 ,*4$0./&1%*+&) 3& 2& %& ."1" 3- 4(-)$, *)* " *2/* ;$/". M," “63/&,"” 
(/&J" "2)&,%-# %*(- %*8$ -0"J*,&-. P (&3& ;* ,)&0%*+* ,*(&)* %& 3$+", 2/3*)* ;* *B 
0&#- "(-)*(- )-#$ 2/&%$. M#*5$%- ,-?$ 0" ;*)* /*%2)-,*, 1/$47$ * 8&;"($. 

7=$%4%!"4 &OPTIMISM' - M.1*#*6&# 8$ -.&-.

:2$2*%#"31.% =7!:3"0 &DETELINARA’S HANDSHAKE': 
H- 8$ %&'*% /"(-,&7& (-8*# 0$ 3-(&6"8$ ./*.&3%-01 3$1$)*%&/0(-# 

C/&101,". M0#*45$% 8$ .-'$1(-# 80-*B 2-3*%& (&- /$&(+*8& %& 
-.41$./*B,&?$%* ()*4$ - F$1$)*%&/* (&- 2/&30(-# (/*#*%-2$%-# 2$1" * (&- 
.-1/$;& 6& *0(&6*,&7$# * 8&'&7$# (-)$(1*,%-2 *3$%1*1$1& * 3$1$)*%&/0($ 
0-)*3&/%-01*. =$(* -3 -%*B (-8* 0" -,&8 .-63/&, 0#*0)*)* * ./,* ./*#$7*,&)* 
;*)* 0" D(*, F-,)&, F$/&, I&%2-, :/2"3, C",&, A&;$… L .-'$1(" .-63/&, 8$ 
.-3/&6"#$,&- 8$3%-01&,%- "(/41&7$ #&)*B ./01*8" ./*)*(-# /"(-,&7&, &)* 8$ 
1-(-# 90-*B 2-3*%& 3-@*,$- * %&3-2/&37$. 

,*"5! &CLAJZ': C/-30(& ./$,-3%*+& %& (&%&)" FHF ;*)& 8$ -#*5$%- * 
%&8;)*@$ (".&)*41$ F$1$)*%&/&+&. H&'%*8$ /$'$%-, (".&)*41$ 8$ ;*)- 

"6,-3%- -3 ./$,-3%*+$ (./$#& !"#$%(*), 8$/ 0" 0$ %*6,-3%- (".&)* 
>)*0&%* * <&)&8'&%*. M;&)& 8$ ;*)& "2&@$%& 1/0(& * /-2-6 * 1$4(- 0$ #-2)- 
2-,-/*1* - .)&@*, &)* 8$ 6&1- %& 0/$3*%* (&%&)& ;*- 3"2&'&( * ./-01/&% ;$1-%0(* 
3-(, *3$&)&% 6& 0"%'&7$ * 0(&(&7$ " ,-3". H&(-J$, )$17* -;*'&8 8$ ;*- * 3& 0$ %& 
S)&86 -3$ .-/-3*'%- 9*?-# (.)"0 (&%1& * 0"%J$/), * 3-( 0$ 3$+& (".&8" - &"1-#-;*) 
0$ -.$/$. >&3& ;* .-@$)$)* 3& .$+&8" %& ,$?-8 ,-3* ;/-8%* 3$1$)*%&/0(* .$+&/-4* 
0" *4)* %& S)&86. F&%&0 8$ 1&#- 3$.-%*8& 45"%(&, 18. (&(- 8$ C*(&/& .-01&)& 
K$4'&/&, 1&(- 8$ * S)&86 .-01&- S5"%(&/&.

7#2 &$HEY    ': W$3*%$ @$%$ '*8& *#$%& %-0$ ")*+$ F$1$)*%&/$: >&1&/*%$ 
P,&%-,*? ("#$1%*+& 19. ,$(&, ./,& @$%& &(&3$#*( " </;*8*) * =&3$@3$ 

K$1/-,*? ("#$1%*+&, %&86%&'&8%*8$ *#$ 0/.0($ #-3$/%$ "#$1%-01*, (-8& 8$ 
01/&3&)& (&- ;-)%*'&/(& 0/.0($ ,-80($ 1915.2-3*%$). P#$ ")*+$ :&/$ :&(0*? - 
%&/-3%-2 B$/-8& 0& F$1$)*%&/$, (-8& 8$ 1942. 2-3*%$ (&- 0(-8$,(& -3,$3$%& " 
)-2-/, 23$ 8$ *62";*)& @*,-1 - .-'$1(-# 90-*B ./-#$7$%- 8$ " L)*+" =&3$@3$ 
K$1/-,*?. =&3$@3& 8$ %$0.-/%- 6&0)"@*)& ")*+", &)* %$ (&- 6&#$%& .&/1*6&%(* 
:&/*. K-2/$4&% .-1$6 ;/*0&7& *#$%& &%1*9&4*01& /$6")1&1 8$ *3$-)-4(-2 
6&-(/$1& 3$,$3$0$1*B " 0/.0(-# 3/"41,". 

!%: &WALL': >/&8$# 90-1*B .-'$)- 8$ +/1&7$ -6;*5%*8*B 2/&9*1& %& 
D,*8&+*8*, 23$ 8$ ;*- %&8,$?* ;/-8 +/1&'& " 2/&3", .& 0" #)&3* *6 0,&(-2 (/&8& 

2/&3& 3-)&6*)* 3& ,*3$ %$(" ,/01" -1,-/$%$ 2&)$/*8$. =&8'$4?* 2/&9*1* (-8* 
0$ #-2" ,*3$1* %& 6*3-,*#& " (/&8" 0" 3$1$)*%&/0(* )-2- * 2/&9*1* %&,*8&'& 
>-/*3$. <,$ '$4?* 0" ,$)*(* #"/&)*. 



ZANATI / !"#"$% &CRAFTS': On the left side of Rumenacka Street were odd 
numbers and the electric flour mill to which farmers from the villages and 

outlying farms around Novi Sad brought their corn, wheat and barley to be 
grinded, then photographer Mi\a who transformed black and white photographs into 
color prints skillfully using water colors, barber Srdanov who gave us all the same 
haircut. At last, at the crossroad where Rumenacka Street meets Kornenija Stankovi]a 
Street there was an obscure, moldy small house, dilapidated and bent to one side where 
the best and only shoemaker ^ira lived and worked. He also used to repair bicycles, 
mopeds, mowing machines... On the right side of the street, at the very corner next to 
the Fair, there was a famous pharmacy once owned by Mr.Nu\i]. It was one of the oldest 
pharmacies in Novi Sad. Nowadays the same building houses a Chinese restaurant. The 
smell of burek came from Bekan's bakery near ABC. These days people claim that the 
best burek is made at Burek Plus shop.

DUL BACTA / ()* +",$" - ()*%." &THE ROSE GARDEN': In the 60s and 
the 70s that plot was just a meadow ideal for children's play. In the middle of the 80s 

it was transformed into a memorial park "88 roses for comrade Tito" with a red star in 
the middle made of concrete and three poles for national flags. The people called it Djul ba\ta 
(in Turkish "djul" means "rose"), At the beginning of the 90s, due to the ongoing war and 
hyperinflation, Djul ba\ta became a place where young people gathered trying to find their 
bearings. One could buy from high school youngsters all kinds of drugs and arms. The last 
phase began after the year 2000 when the benches were mostly occupied by the neighbors 
who drank their beers bought on the tab in the nearby minimarket called "Breza". They called 
it The Cork Valley. Minimarket Breza does not exist anymore, but the roses survived.

LJUBAV / /)+"0 &LOVE': Detelinara's symbol is school love. Everyone 
knows at least one couple that fell in love at school and got married many years 

later in the same neighborhood. But this Alphabet does not restrain itself only to 
romantic love closed within marriage, partner, family, idea, country or race. It contem-
plates on the traps and paradoxes of love, admits some horrible acts committed in the 
name of love which and on love that is sometimes used for manipulation. Creative and 
productive force of love is exploited by the capitalists. Alexandra Kollontai warned us a 
century ago that the capitalism had made us so stupid that we can love only the things 
or persons that belong to us. To love only those things or persons you are convinced are 
yours (wife, husband, children, country, ideal...) means that you will get only the crumbs 
of love. Love is creation of the world woven out of di_erences. To love a place or a region 
means to create a possibility for the place to become like you, without making you to be 
the person the place wants you to become. Love changes us and puts us into relations 
and into movement. Subversive power of love makes us preserve the things we want to 
keep or change the things around us we do not like. Without the subversive love this 
Alphabet could not be completed.

VERESIJA / 
02321%5" 

&ADDING TO A BILL': 
Since the ancient times 

di_erent models of 
delayed payment were 

introduced in commerce 
and trade. Credit existed in 

the socialist system, too, but 
due to the radical transforma-

tion of economy as a whole, 
people living in the city (and 

Detelinara) are left with signifi-
cantly less money. The neighbors 

"add to their bills" when going  
shopping, sign for their groceries and 

settle the bill later, when they can This is 
the only way to live on credit without 

paying the interest. Buying on trust is not 
advertised on billboards but it shows us that 

basic human  confidence and respect still 
exist in our neighborhood.

ELAN / 2*"# - ELAN &ENTHUSIASM': Long ago, the building at No. 2, Brace 
Mogin St. was called Elan (after the meat industry company Elan from Srbobran).. 

In the 60s it was a deserted laundry. In 1967, thanks to citizens' initiative (and elan 
= enthusiasm), it was transformed into a useful space consisting of: grocery store, 
fishmonger, post o`ce, butcher shop, Etilen dry cleaning, hairdresser salon, local commu-
nity o`ce, assembly hall, library, pensioners club. and rock band rehearsal studio. Elan was 
a kind of well designed social center. It was a result of enthusiasm and self-conscious 
decision of the local community regarding the citizens' needs. Today, kuda.org and Post 
O`ce 21113 are also situated there.
(GPS I Latitude 45.2646104 I Longitude 19.81444060000001)

EABE / 6"+2 &FROGS':  Due to excessive number of newly arrived people 
into the city after the year 2000, only those who have lived here for ages remem-

ber one of the most beautiful lullabies one could hear in Detelinara: with the first 
warm spring days everyone kept the windows open and listened to the loud choirs of 
frogs reciting tirelessly their love vows. 

MUSA / 4)1" &MUSA': Musa (ae]ir Ismaili) is a perfect example of a man 
who proved that living in Detelinara is not necessarily influenced by political, 

ideological, national or economic issues. He has proved that his humanity and his 
business intuition enabled him to become and remain a notable "institution",  For 55 
years he was a sweet shop owner and survived all the turbulent social changes with no 
problem at all. He started selling black and white seeds, black and white halva, summer 
and winter ice-cream, roasted chestnuts and popcorn in a kiosk near the Radnicki 
stadium (near the once last stop of No. 3 bus on Rumenacka Street) in the 60s. Later he 
moved to a new location, near the department store (where the new No. 3 route was) 
where, together with the seeds, he sold books by Djordje Sudarski-Red, too. His shop has 
always been a meeting place. One could always get fundamental values such as dialog, 
respect and tolerance at Musa's shop for free. As a traveler is o_ered a glass of water.

AVIJACIJA - AVIJATIFARSKO NASELJE / "0%5"8%5" - 
"0%5"$%9"31.7 #"12/2 / &AVIATION DISTRICT': 

a part of Detelinara built near once most important airport of The Kingdom of 
Yugoslavia. In the 1950s first large apartment buildings were built here for the Pobeda 
factory workers in which the flats were without full bathrooms. By the end of the 1970s  
the suburb was enlarged with several streets of residential houses joined together in 
long rows (terraced houses) and more high-rise blocks. Atomic bomb shelters were also 
built during the 70s. People working in large companies, journalists, eminent commu-
nists and artists moved into modern residential houses, while the working class 
members occupied the high-rise blocks. This was one of the first visible examples of 
social di_erences and distinctions in Detelinara. The meadows and ponds once covered 
the western part of Avijacija.  This area was widely known as The Whore Island (Kurvece 
ostrvo). During the day it served as cows pasture but in the evening love was sold to the 
recruits from the nearby Yugoslav Army barracks called Majevica. During the 1990s 

drugs were being sold there. Some of the first NATO bombs fell 
there. Today, residential houses are  in demand 

and thus easily sold. 

MILA I JULIJANA / 4%*" % 5)*%5"#" &MILA AND JULIJANA': were 
the first lesbian couple accepted by people in Detelinara. Julijana was a charm-

ing opera singer and her partner Mila always wore man's suits.

NOVI SAD FC / #70% 1": ;. &NOVI SAD FC': A ball has always been 
popular in Detelinara since those times when the number of surpassed the 

number of houses. Playing football was important for the general social integra-
tion. Anyone could play football. It was a symbol of solidarity and equality.Through sport 
the working class became stronger. Throughout the years one team came after another 
until, finally, in 1966, football became a formal and permanent resident in Detelinara. A 
stadium was built and it became a home of "canaries", followed by di_erent groups of 
fans, and at last o Korida was founded in 1990. The name of the club "Novi Sad" surpasses 
local context but on all the emblems and logos clover stands instead of heart. 

BARE NA BIKARI / 
+"32 #" +%."3% 
&BIKARA PONDS':
Detelinara was once 
surrounded by ponds, water 
channels and grassland. A huge 
meadow between FK Novi Sad 
stadium and an ex railway freight 
station was called Bikara. The pasture-
land that used to serve as military 
training ground  had been a perfect ecosys-
tem where one could find hares, pheasants, 
reptiles, amphibians,  fishes, chamomile, yarrow,  
water lily, cane and rush but it  disappeared at the 
beginning of the 1980s. The area was leveled by sand 
and the shunting yard was moved. So Bikara became 
Pe\bara (Sandfield). The kids who remember  Bikara used 
to skate there during the winter, and in the summer they 
used to catch fish, hunt lizards and collect rush. The children 
who know Sandfield often do gra`ti in deserted buildings and 
trains. The few remains of the former ecosystem are barely visible 
around the Europe Boulevard and the Majevica Barracks.

DUD / :): &MULBERRY': Mulberry tree after mulberry tree, mulberries 
everywhere, all along Rumenacka Street. By the end of summer ripe mulberries, 

black and white, fell from the trees and got crushed on the road. Sweet and ripe they 
were mainly used to make mulberry fruit brandy. Silkworms ate the leaves. Their larvae 
enclosed themselves in a cocoon made up of raw silk. That was silk, real shiny silk. Nylon 
came later, as well as plastic bags, synthetic materials and junk that encloses us today. And 
the silkworms once used to produce cocoons made of silk. Mulberry trees were cut down 
long ago, in the 60s. and the age of plastic began. The silk plant was shut down and there 
was no more cooperation with the nature. There is no more coexistence the way it used to 
be: you enable someone to grow and he returns the favor by wrapping you in silk.

URBANIZACIJA / )3+"#%!"8%5" &URBANIZATION': Nowadays, after 
fundamental system changes, privatizations, introduction of new business 

methods and deindustrialization, Old Detelinara finds itself in a new environment, 
next to New Detelinara which completely changed demographic and social map of this part 
of the city. Open public green spaces between the buildings survived which, compared to 
the recently constructed apartment blocks in di_erent parts of the city, is a big plus and 
adds to the quality of urban living. It is up to the neighbors to deal with the challenges 
brought by the predators who are eager to grab with their capitalist claws every inch of the 
remaining free land. 

BACTE / +",$2 &GARDENS': All the houses of old time Detelinara had a 
front garden - a flower garden, while in the back there were a vegetable garden, 

a poultry house, a pigsty and a cowshed. The garden signified peace and stability. 
Due to intensive industrialization and construction works, in the 60s the majority of 
people settling Detelinara came from the rural parts of the country. As their means were 
scarce and the adjustment to the living in the new environment was quite a task, they 
illegally occupied the city owned neglected land at the borders of Detelinara and 
transformed it into orchards and vegetable gardens. Beside economic reasons, this was 
also a kind of emotional compensation as the links with their native homes were still very 
strong and could not be easily broken. The most popular flowers and plants were: 
pelargonium for the terraces and hydrangea and lilac for the gardens. 

FLIPERANA / ;*%=23"#" &PINBALL': The first  pinball machines arrived in 
Detelinara together with a large tent that was anchored on a small piece of grassland next 

to the elementary school Dositej Obradovi]. This "establishment" called "Amusement" 
settled itself in the second half of the 70s.There were several tables for table top football game, as 
well as a number of the first arcade games such as "Space Invaders". The owners were shady people 
and somewhat aggressive. The "venue" smelled bad and the floor was covered with pumpkin seed 
shells and cigarette buts. "Amusement" later moved to Mokranjceva Street. Quite a number of 
"Amusement" regulars then started lock-picking tobacco shops and have retained their places in 
the mud of social life ever since. The most famous amusement arcade in the 90s was the one on 
Janka cmelika Street where di_erent games were played, among which "Street Fighter" was a 
favorite. Kids used to go there before and after school and sometimes even skipped school to play 
games. Young people gambled not only in amusement arcades but also started playing poker 
machines which is similar to modern betting systems. 

FEMINIZAM / ;24%#%!"4 &FEMINISM': 
Feminism has never had a strong foothold in Detelinara.

UMETNIFKA CKOLA / )42$#%9." ,.7*" &ART SCHOOL': School for 
Design "Bogdan auput" is usually called Art School by everyone, which probably 

coincides with its essence. In broader sense, the school teaches its students the most 
beautiful human pursuit - the sublime creative activity of high aesthetic and spiritual value 
and the belief in the noble call they decided to follow - the arts. The art works of the former 
students can be found in museums, galleries and di_erent public spaces in Novi Sad, Vojvodi-
na and abroad. This is one of the three schools in our neighborhood. This one once was a 
secondary school for oriented education "P. P. Njego\" and is nearest to the farmers' market. 
There is no need to single it out from the multitude of other precious details.

IGRANKA / %?3"#."  &DANCING PLACE': The large dance hall at Radnibki 
was much more important to the boys and girls than the library. It was not exactly 

a ballroom but it was quite spacious and had some kind of stage. The floor was 
made of wood and disinfected with lysol. Dances were organized in autumn and in winter. At 
first live music was played by Baroni (The Barons) band and later by the band called Most 
(The Bridge). Among others, the musicians were: Djurica Babin, Perica Milo\ev and Mika 
Vrcelj. A guitar, drums, an accordion (it was a must), and, in golden age, a Hawaiian guitar. 
The repertoire was modest: step and tango. Only from time to time there was a serious rock 
n' roll, grape ball or apple ball. There were no tickets. The dances at Radnibki were modest 
compared to the ones held in Ka]anski, Edj\eg, Ma\inac, Studentski and Zmaj Jovina, but the 
dances in Detelinara used to be unconstrained and lasted longer. 

DEAR NEIGHBORS AND FELLOW CITIZENS, DEAR ALL,

You have, in front of you, THE ALPHABET OF DETELINARA, which, in 
free associations, visible and invisible, in the intimacy of reminiscence 
and covering a wide time span, creates a vision and an image of this 
part of the city that is partially  casual, partially intentional and 
partially questionable.

What is the essence of Detelinara, what is it so special, unique and 
precious about it? Which things are di_erent and which are the same? 
What divides us, what defines us, what connects us... In this short review 
you will find that every letter stands for transience and for permanence, 
here, in Detelinara, and in your reading and interpretation.
When the memory is in its reactive form, refusing the changes, it becomes 
heavy and mouldy and shuts itself up in Detelinara's or some other shell... 
On the other hand, if it pulses,  our memory creates mosaics of our every-
day lives.

Here, while remembering, we are looking for answers to our actual issues 
and trying to see how our neighborhood is changing together with our 
coexistence in Detelinara. We can also remember how to pay the bills, 
how to borrow, to repair, to help...

In this Alphabet personal memory becomes valuable and precious. It is 
transformed into a medium of love, the way we conceived it. Love is under L. 
You may start from the beginning or as you like it. The string of letters some-
times ends in "S" and sometimes in "d". But it is of no consequence now.

JENDECI / 52#:28% &THE DITCHES': The residents of Detelinara have always, 
willingly or unwillingly, been late in enjoying the benefits of the communal 

programs aimed to improve living conditions in the city of Novi Sad (hot water 
supply, district heating, sewerage system, road paving...). Until the 80s potable water  was 
supplied to the houses from the  artesian wells, while the waste water was released into the 
ditches, as it had been the case in the XIX century. A small bridge was built over the ditch in 
front of every house. The ditch water smelled of home-made soap and it was as clear as a 
soup full of tadpoles. Unlike today, in those times waste waters were a biological prerequi-
site for new micro ecosystems creation and bringing into existence new lives.

GARAEE / ?"3"62 &GARAGE': Primary school "Svetozar Markovi]" in Janka 
Veselinovi]a Street was too small for all the children from Detelinara. Some of 

them had to go 2 km from Serum and attend the school "Ivo Lola Ribar"l ,which was 
10 minutes drive by bus. They always chose to ride in the blue double-decker buses donated 
by the UK after the war. The checkpoint, the central garage of the City Public Transport 
Company was near the place where Civil Engineering and Mechanic Secondary Schools are 
situated today. Probably under the influence of TV some garages became meeting places for 
neighbors from Detelinara. Garage is the right place for a couple of beers, small talk, music 
and some more serious endeavors, too. The most famous is Draeen's garage on Rumenabka 
Street. Every evening quite a large company gathers here to backbite politicians, defame 
pretty ladies from the neighborhood... Serious endeavors cover the following: how to restore 
grandma's old furniture, how to make the best sausages, how to make the best grilled meat... 
Special attention is paid to protection of the boss's Fiat called dika. Not a drop of rain is 
allowed to fall on it. And so it has been going on for years ... And it will be going on and on...

OC - OSNOVNA CKOLA / 7, - 71#70#" ,.7*" 
&ELEMENTARY SCHOOL': There are two elementary 

schools in Detelinara. A school was built in the 20s,when 
the suburb was founded. After the WW2 it was renamed 
into "Svetozar Markovi] - Toza". Due to the significant 
increase of people moving into the city and into 
Detelinara, at the beginning of the 60s a new school was 

built - "Dositej Obradovic". Rivalry existed among the 
pupils of the two schools only when in uniforms. Otherwise 

you could never tell who belonged to which school. The only thing that we know for 
sure is that both Toza and Dositej used to publish progressive literature.

NJIVE DETELINE / @%02 :2$2*%#E &FIELDS OF CLOVER': When the 
town was small, the fields around it were big. Many people bought arable land 

hoping they would soon be able to resell it in the process of urbanization (rings 
a bell. doesn't it?). This way the fields on the northern side of     

 the city, just behind the suburb called 
Banati]. were slowly transformed into 

building plots due to the land use planning 
and zoning. Thus a new way of living was 

established for men, women, children, cats, geese, 
dogs, sparrows, bugs and pigeons. The myth of the letter 

Z we can only sense today watching the biggest uncontrolled 
transformation of the new-old Detelinara in its recent history.

CRKVA / 83.0" &CHURCH': At the crossroad near the "Pilot" Inn, a wooden 
cross was erected in 1926 and surrounded with metal fence. Every year, on July 

7th, the birth day of St John The Baptist (The Forerunner), a Liturgy was performed 
by the priests followed by the feast dedicated to the celebration of the patron saint (Slava). 
The feast was held on a lawn on which today a church standst. The cross was removed in 
1946 and more than a half a century later the construction of the church dedicated to The 
Birth of St John The Baptist was initiated. New times were announced. There are churches 
in other parts of the city, so the people living in Detelinara decided they would build one, 
too. Earlier, there was a plan to make a park that would cover the space from this part of 
Detelinara to the boundaries of Novo naselje, but it never happened. Urban planning 
should always be carefully contemplated and deliberated.

HLEB / A*2+ &THE BREAD': The supermarket that existed 
in the Elan complex was one of the shops of the Novi Sad 

baking industry Hleb (Bread). Later it became one of the few 
Centroslavija's shops located in Detelinara out of which one could 
always hear the rattling sound of the NCR cash registers and the sound of 
co_ee grinders. Years later plastic remains of the cyrillic sign reading Hleb (Bread) were still 
hanging above the entrance. Only a few people from Detelinara stuck to its original name 
and if you asked them "Where are you headed?", they would usually answer: "Going to Bread 
to get some". Elan disappeared from Detelinara but the traces of the former sign are still 
visible above the entrance to the Center kuda.org. Bearing actual social aspects on mind this 
is quite unexpected but, at the same time, it is a logical continuation of the history of the 
shop called Hleb.

CRVENE ZGRADE / 8302#2 !?3":2 &RED BUILDINGS': The buildings 
with red bricks facade were built along the road called Rumenacki put. The 

apartment blocks are from the 80s,. stable and reliable. There are yellow brick 
apartment blocks, too, from the same period, as well as some other, new ones, which 
are no longer so new. But they may be newer than the newest, built in this century. Built 
primarily for profit and with little regard to living conditions quality , like the ones on 
Hadzi Ruvimova Street. Be they green, blue or any other colour, they can not compete 
with the red buildings where every brick is in its place. Without slabs, panels, partitions 
and annexes. Such as they are, on the left side of the road.

KAFANA / .";"#" &TAVERN': Long ago, in 1926, Mr Vladimir Mati], from 
Rakovac, a village in Srem, came to Novi Sad with his wife Smilja, son Du\an and 

daughter Jelena and bought a country house where he opened a tavern called 
Pilot. Later, he renovated the house and shaped it almost as it is today. Three more daugh-
ters were born to them in this house: Kaja, Radmila and Desa. The tavern was named Pilot 
by its owner Vlada as many pilots from the nearby airport used tp come for a drink. At the 
corner of Janka Veselinovi]a Street there was another tavern called Mexico, a famous 
place with flexible working hours. Regulars used to call it Mexica. Later the tavern 
changed the name into Kolubara. Their first neighbor was a famous violinist Bata The 
Handsome who lived with his wife and children the number of which was di`cult to 
ascertain. Nowadays a modern co_ee bar Holly is located there.

ALPHABET OF DETELINARA  is a collective artwork made in collabora-
tion between some neighbors from Detelinara, catalan artist Mireia 
Sallarès and kuda.org. The Alphabet is also linked to a larger project titled 
“>DM :DUM NMFQ =D FUD=L K!MWQ>AH M OLCDNP P <!CPWP”which 
comes from a long term artistic research (2014-2018) made by Mireia 
Sallarès and supported by a 2016 Leonardo Grant for Researchers and 
Cultural Creators, BBVA Foundation.
  
The unlimited edition of this Alphabet has been presented for the first time 
on the occasion of the exhibition "THE MEDIA IS IN THE AIR, BENEATH THE 
EARTH, ABOVE WATER, WITHIN FIRE" in the Contemporary Art Museum of 
Novi Sad from 10 May till 3 June, 2018

VUTRA / 0)$3" &W22D': As far as substances are concerned, people from 
Detelinara mainly consumed alcohol till the middle of 80s. In elementary school 

almost nobody smoked cigarettes and the few drug addicts were well known, 
regarded with utter contempt and disdain and, eventually,  accepted as they were. Marihua-
na was potentially lethal - was the common belief then. Weed arrived to Detelinara in large 
quantities only at the beginning of the 90s and used as a substitute for alcohol by young 
people who started consuming, growing and selling weed "en masse". During the 90s and the 
beginning of 2000 Detelinara was one of the most famous suburbs for narcotics supply. The 
regular, almost legal, spots were: small bench at Avijacija, Djul Garden, new buildings... The 
situation was no doubt extremely disturbing but one of the reasons  was that there was not a 
police precinct in Detelinara. At first weed was sold in match boxes, and later in packets or in 
joints. You could find some serious drugs, too: tramadol, speed, heroin... 

NATO / #"$7 &NATO': NATO air raided Serbia as well as Detelinara. When 
the apartment building near Toza's elementary school was bombed more 

than 49 civilians were hurt. The first bomb hit Klisa and the second one fell on 
"Majevica" army barracks in Detelinara. Every single day, from his rooftop, our neigh-
bor Gulija used to shoot from his hunting rifle at every flying object.

ZID / !%: &WALL': By the end of the 90s most of gra`ti painters came from 
Avijacija and that is why young people from other parts of the city came here 

to see their gra`ti "exhibited" in a kind of open gallery. Most gra`ti, writings 
and drawings depict Detelinara's logo or have something to do with Korida fans. Grand 
scale murals are becoming quite common too.

TOMBOLA / $74+7*" &BINGO': Bingo was a specific segment in Radnibki 
Sports Centre. In fact, it was a club for men wearing, in most cases, same pieces of 

protective clothes and/or footwear, of men awaiting to become pensioners or 
already had already pensioners. All of them used to come here more for company and much 
less for the promised luck. Before every drawing, tickets and a new round of drinks are 
bought. Next, a girl, whose appearance and work are followed by lustful comments of the 
players, takes out the balls marked with numbers, one by one, from the cylinder shaped draw 
machine and passes each one to Lacika, the caller with mustache, who places each one after 
another it in its proper place on the table board which immediately activates the small lamp 
belonging to the drawn number on the wall board. At this point Lacika calls out the drawn. 
number in the microphone. Every number except 7, as long as one of the players, the lucky 
one, shouts "enough"! Lacika did this part-time job in the evening while his regular job was 
to take care of the football field in the morning. He did it so well that their field was one of the 
best tended ones in the whole Yugoslavia. Lacika is gone long ago and so are the people who 
used to come here looking for happiness. 

TROJKA / $375." &BUS LINE NO. 3': the first bus line connecting Detelinara 
with city centre was No. 3. It took the workers from the northern part of the city to 

the factories such as "Pobeda" to the South of the city (Petrovaradin), via city centre. 
Introduced for this practical reason, line No.3 gradually became essential and convenient so 
that it has been running till present times. And here we also have the line No. 5. As the city 
grew, the number of the routes multiplied. (The bus lines to Detelinara: 3, 5, 7, 13, 14).

DEABA / B"+" &FOR FREE': Years ago, the only thing one could have for free in 
Detelinara were the fruits. When the fruits started to ripe in the backyards or along 

the streets in late spring and in summer it was a great temptation for the children 
(especially those who lived in apartment blocks) and they picked them on their way to 
school or while playing. The "healthy" habit of stealing the fruit was almost never a punish-
able act. The kids were scolded and shouted at only in case some branches were broken. The 
favorite fruits were cherry plums, cherries and apples.

OPTIMIZAM / 7=$%4%!"4 &OPTIMISM'
- Optimism is in decline.

CLAJZ / ,*"5! &CLAJZ': The lock on DTD (Dunav - Tisa - Dunav) canal was the 
favorite and the nearest beach for the people from Detelinara. In fact, the beach 

was upstream from the lock (going to Rumenka) as downstream were the beaches 
where people from Klisa and Salajka used to bathe. The bank was covered with crushed 
cane and rush and did not look much like a beach but there was a long and wide concrete 
dock in the middle of the canal that was ideal for sunbathing and jumping into the water. 
Whole families used to go to alajz together and those who had a car (a small Fiat called 
"fi]a") took buckets and sponges with them to wash their cars while the kids were bathing. 
When the fishermen from Detelinara wanted to fish in deep waters they usually went to 
alajz. Today there is a gravel stockpile there. The same way Bikara was transformed into 
Pesbara (Sandfield), alajz was transformed into aljunkara (Gravelfield). 

ONE / 7#2 &$HEY   ': The only women whose names are given to 
Detelinara streets are: Katarina Ivanovi] (19. century painter, the first 

woman member of the Serbian Learned Society and Nadeeda Petrovi] (paint-
er, the most important name of Serbian modern art, died in 1915. volunteering as a 
nurse in a Serbian army hospital). The street named after Mara Maksi], the female 
partisan and National Hero, killed in a concentration camp in 1942 where she was 
taken as a member of League of Communist Youth of Yugoslavia, changed its name in 
the 90s and was named after Nadeeda Petrovi]. Nadeeda, no doubt, deserves a street 
to be named after her, but not as a substitute to Mara, the partisan. Wrongful act of 
trying to remove the names of anti-fascists from the memory of people is a result of 
change of direction in Serbian society in the 90s.

GOLUBARSTVO / ?7*)+"31$07 &PIGEON KEEPING': Most people proba-
bly do not know there are ten pigeon breeds deriving from Novi Sad. Beside 

keeping other domestic animals, every other household in Detelinara used to have 
a pigeon loft, thus helping development of pigeon keeping and 
breeding in Novi Sad. Pigeon keeping has an important 
social dimension. It helps create a special bond 
between a man and the sky above him, giving 

him the feeling of freedom. 

Pigeon fanciers belonged 
mainly to the working class. 
In 1962 Pigeon Fanciers Associ-
ation was founded in Detelinara. The 
founders were Djura Stanojevi] Dajka, Ferika 
Ki\, Mi\a Slivka and others. Modern oversized 
apartment buildings construction greatly diminished 
the number of private houses waning pigeon keeping. This 
process is, in other words, a metaphor on general loosing of free 
space. In spite of that there is a shiny example of fancier Genka who did 
not allow to have his house with pigeon loft torn down in spite of the 
investors' e_orts who wanted more room for an apartment complex.

SERUM / 123)4 &SERUM': Two big buildings of architectural value, untypical 
for a working class neighborhood, built before WW2 were hiding a dark secret not 

easily accessible by anyone from Detelinara. O`ces and labs where vaccines and 
serums were produced (there could be no " willy nilly", where is the vaccine chart? ..), slaugh-
terhouses around, always smelly singe places and pigpens. After running through the 
pigpens, the children had to go directly under shower although both water and electricity 
were in short supply in those days. Just like nowadays. Between the two buildings there was 
a beautiful bed of flowers. Today you can find there a bank and garages instead. It used to be 
a place which some from the poll lists would call "centre of local community"

FUVARKU>A / 9)0"3.)<" &SEMPERVIVUM TECTORUM - COMMON 
HOUSELEEK': This resistant healing plant could be found on almost every 

roof of the old houses in Detelinara as it grows in the worst of conditions. With 
few old houses left, almost all the plants perished, the reminding metaphors of modern 
way of living and negligent building maintenance.

ROBNJAK - RO+#" .)<" / 37+@". - 37+#" .)<" &THE DEPART-
MENT STORE': Due to the notable rise in living standards of the working class 

by the beginning of the 70s, Orlovi]a Pavla Street was cut through and the first 
and only department store in Detelinara was built. On the ground floor groceries were 
sold, co_ee and poppy seeds were grand, lotto tickets were filled in and the restaurant 
was kept open. On the first floor you could buy records (AC/DC and similar), school statio-
nery, crystal pieces, jewelry from Majdanpek, clothes, furniture, bicycles... Open space in 
front of the department store with benches and jardinieres (flower boxes) became a 
meeting place and a main point in orienteering around Detelinara. Due to the steep 
decline of living standards as from the 90s, today the ground floor houses a supermarket 
with social assortment of goods, on the first floor is the Chinese shop and the restaurant is 
now a betting shop. The place in front of Robnjak is now a place where the jobless 
working class sells pasta, flowers, sausages, illicit tobacco, personal memorabilia... 
Nomen est omen.

PARK / ="3. &THE PARK': Our poor park is a victim and an example of the 
collapse of the value system during transition. A small but nicely arranged park 

on Kornenija Stankovi]a Street leaning to the Design School (ex Toza's school) 
and the kinder garden used to be a nice and pleasant green oasis of our green 
Detelinara. During the day it was visited by kids and seniors and in the evening by 
lovebirds Although in the 90s there was a plan to enlarge it in the direction of the Europe 
Boulevard, the opposite occurred. In the 80s, an ugly central heating substation was 
erected and later, in the 90s the Design School's yard was enlarged. At last, the park was 
cut through by the newly made Ilije Birbanina Street. Now, on the same location, a 
church is being built and the death of the park will be the day when the church yard's 
fence is erected, as planned by the urbanists.

LOKOMOTIVA / *7.747$%0" &THE LOCOMOTIVE': Detelinara was 
once completely surrounded by railway tracks. The citizens were used to the 

specific ambient filled with characteristic sounds. A notable number of people 
from Detelinara proudly wore the railway uniform. However, every single citizen knew 
exactly, by the sound, which type of locomotive was passing by: steam locomotive, small 
diesel locomotive, Kennedy diesel locomotive or perhaps autorail, motor draisine or 
soviet automobile Volga adapted for rail transport, The dispatcher's voice at the shunt-
ing station was monotonous and sounded as if he were reading the hydrological report 
on water level on the radio. Kids liked to play on railway tracks trying to prove their 
courage. The nails they used to top the arrows were pressed on the tracks, lanterns taken 
from the last wagon in move... Today, perhaps once a month, a locomotive runs under 
the green bridge - the only "sculpture" in Novi Sad that is not criticized (Oblabi]a Rada 
Street, near the last stop of the bus line No. 3). 

KLUPA / .*)=" &BENCH': broken and later repaired, it is often taken but it 
is always there. It is a place where one can rest for a while, a place where one 

can wait for someone. But like everywhere on this planet, there is an uno`cial 
and informal bench fan club. A bench can be a meeting place where people gather, just 
as the youngsters do at the atomic bomb shelters, and the elders in front of mini 
markets... Maybe some of you haven't ever sat to rest on any of the local benches, but to 
many of our neighbors they are an important place, where the day starts and finishes. 
Also you can see some new, "do it yourself" type of benches, that grow like mushrooms 
after rain, throughout the neighborhood, as we all need some rest from time to time.

RADNIFKI / 3":#%9.% &WORKERS’ SPORT CENTRE': Sports Club 
Radnibki played an important role in the development and everyday life of 

Detelinara, especially in the decade following the famous Yugoslav reconstruc-
tion and construction plan. A humble building next to the modest stadium attracted a 
great number of people from Detelinara, especially the youngsters, in the 50s and the 
beginning of 60s. People were relatively poor and the city center was relatively far away 
but in the club they could have some fun and spend a nice day or evening there. For the 
working class families living in Detelinara, Radnibki was a functional social platform for the 
development of some of the most important humanist premises in those times. Sport, 
culture and amusement were actively practices through football, bowling, handball, table 
tennis, chess, library, cinema, music and dance, bingo, bar and seeds. Those were nice 
times, without involvement of the politics. As today there is no working class at Radnibki, 
there is no trace of development of important humanist premises in our society either.

>OPICA / <7=%8" &>OPICA': He lived in Orlovica Pavla Street in one of the 
small houses built around a shared yard. He had a nasal speech defect and had 

lost one of the legs as a boy. His wooden leg was always squeaking loudly as he 
walked. Being a petty criminal ,the police (then militia) were always after him but he used 
to jump out of the window and run incredibly fast. He was usually hanging out in front of 
the supermarket in the city centre sponging money from the passers-by to buy a bottle of 
Badel's brandy or some beer. Longing for acceptance, he used to dress in a most unusual 
and "radical" way and wore earrings, tattoos and the first Cherokee haircut in town. 
However, he was most famous for the adventure stories, with himself in a leading role, he 
invented. Many citizens of Novi Sad still remember his story about the snake's attack in 
the desert. Namely, while resting under a palm tree he was attacked by a spectacled 
cobra. He defended himself with his cane. " I struck it with the cane so hard that the cobra 
was thrown away in one direction and its spectacles in the opposite one" - he used to say. 

DETELINARSKI POZDRAV / :2$2*%#"31.% =7!:3"0
 &DETELINARA’S HANDSHAKE': It is a specific way of shaking hands proving 

that the person belongs to Detelinara's brotherhood. It was devised at the beginning 
of the 80s as a reaction to the general opinion that Detelinara was a criminogenic ghetto as 
well as out of a need for expressing and invigorating collective identity and solidarity in 

Detelinara. Among people who created and started shaking hands this way were Aki, Dovla, 
Dera, Django, Mrgud, Buva, ^abe... At the beginning this special handshake consisted of 
simple intertwining of pinky fingers, but it was upgraded during the 90s. 


